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ABSTRACT

ENVIRONMENTAL DEGRADATION IN
THE LOWER RIVER ATBARA AREA

(I LE PRO VIE
N

6abstract:
The Lower Atbara refers to the area between
Goz Ragab, on longitude 350 30. East and
latitude
160 5' North, and the village of Al Ma!ran
at the
junction of the River Atbara and the main
Nile, just
south of Atbara town.
However, for the piurpose of
tho study th- namo Lower Atbara is used to
cover
the triangle of Al Magran in the northwest,
Ba'aluk
in the southeast and Khor cil Makabrab reprosent
ing the southern limit of the area (Fig.l).
The reasons for this delimitation include:
I.

The similar physical characteristics of the
area in terms of ,limate, soil characteristics
and natural vegetation.

2.

Similar economic activities and land use
systems along the river banks (east and west),
and the complementary nature of the economic
activities away from the river with those
on
the river banks which maintained in the past
mainly the form of a "mixed" primary
economy combining animal herding and rainfed
cultivation in the northern Butana with
irrigated agriculture on the river banks.
Perhaps the most important factor behind
that
delimitation was the nimilar signs and impsct
of environmental degradation that has been
taking plnce in the area over tlh last two
decades. The area has been subject to the
dual
effect of the Khashri el Girba Dam on
the

2

riverine areas and that of rainfall
deficiencies in the area away from the river
since the early 19 60's, which is taken as the
base line.
4.

Another majnr factor behind the selection of
this area in particular is the fact that
economic growth and development in Sudan has
for the last 50 years or so been, and it
seems that it will continue to be, heavily
dependent on the expansion of irrigation
systems and irrigated agriculture. Various
studies conduated suggest that the expansion
of irrigation networks and construction of
dams in most of the arid countries has
resulted in many adverse social, economic
and ecological consequences that were not
originally anticipated by planners.l This
means that by studying this area it is not
only possible to anticipate the negative
environmental and economic consequences of
dam-based irrigation but also to throw some
light on what could have been taking place,
and may be unnoticed, in the different
irrig~ated areas in Sudan.
However,

the delimitation as it stands now
falls into three administrative areas, namely
Ed Damer Rural Council, Berber Rural Council
and
Seidon Rural Council. This fact, oif course, could

I/

See for example Farver, M.T. and Milton, J.P.
(eds), The Careless Technolory; Ecology and
Internati-nalDevelopment, Doubleday & Co.,
New York, 1972.
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havo madc. it substontially difficult to Collect
the necessary statistical data if there had boen an
organized adminirtrativk systan of data collection,
but the lack of Jt made little
difference, if any,
resulting from ignoring these a&linistrative boundaries.
Furthermore, the recent changes (during the
1 9 7 0 1s) of
these Ddministrative boundarirs also contributed to
that lackc of systematized statisticel data.

PART ONE

PART

ONE

BASELTNE REPORT

1. PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY OF THE AREA

1.

THE PHYSTICAL G)GRAPHY OF Th,' ARAI:
Tho area is

annual rainf-fall
experi~nced

characterized by an average total
of under

in

ugust

75 xm,

and September.

therefore of a desert type in
negligible;
direction

its

Ind

most ot' which is

which rainfall

speo1d of the Prevailing

tho intonsity of haboobs (dist
the dryness of' the area,

its

l:1c.ustrinc..

also well

all Sudon in

stirms) which reflect
lack of begetetion cover

and the di-sirtegrated nature of its
on

,wiinds ,-s well

The arer is

known as being cne of' the highost in

the area,

is

amcunt and TuratJon depend on the

as on the temprature levels.

illuvial

The clim~ate is

soil.

soils c<)vor most of

und- rlnin mainly bv the basemant complex

rocks except in

the extreme northv,'est near the

junction of the Atbara River with thc main Nile.
Thi,i ncrthi-est corner of

the Butana plnin forms a

part of' the 1iubian sandstone series that dominates
the

ahole oV thr9 northwestern

part of Suddn.

for the northern Butana plnin itself,
generally flat

with light

it

As

is

clay soils of first

class

5

fertility,1/deteriorating gradually to the northwest
although along the river Atbara even at its
worst
the soil fertility
grade never falls
below second
class.2/In
his discription of the riverine soils
in

the Lower Atbara,

Ayob considered them as a
mixed product of the river silt
accumulation,
aeolian deposits and a high terrace wash down.. - /
The

vegetation cover is

of desert

a semi-desert consisting

scrub,

thorny acacia and seyal, and
and desert grassen and herbs.
The
density of these. grasses varies according to the
level of rainfall
and the amount of water run-off.4/
However, it can safely be generalized that the
seni-desort

density

of vegetation decreases

as we move south
away from the River Atbara, but it starts
to
increase again towards the inner Butana, It also
decreases on the river banks itself
as we mo.re to
the northwest.
I/

2/
3/

This was one of the major factors behind the
location of Khaslrn el Girba Scheme in its
present place.
See Hassan Dafalla, "The Nubian Exodus", Hurst
and Co. London, 1975, p.107.
See Ali Ayob, /Soil Investigation in Um Agaga,
Shaaliya and Idrisab villages, "Unpublished
report, Hudeiba Agr. Research Station, Od Damer,

1970.

!/

See K.M. Barbour, The Republic of the Sudan, a
regional geography. University of London Press,

London,

1961,

pp.

5-67.

-The RiverzAtbar\
~W..

~

The A'bara ivci dveops a ar

so

t

T ana, and as it enters Sudan near Gallabt
it~s
Joined'by the-Satit, the I'rgest tributarywhh
occupies;;about
Of the river basin. The totial
length of thc, "z'ver'is about 760bO,-ms-with ?ah
averapge, Width of~one kcm, 'althou~h it 'vai'ies
considerably, and- sometimes and in some pl'aces itIsr
width is, do~ubled,, dependin ; on the sm' rt o
rainfal1l ,and the nature of the 6hainel, rockc
sur ace.,
For' mooit of its cour o, in SdnteRvr.
Atbara is vell'below the generial lvlo
tepan
andaboton- haf f i scourse, esPecially, in
the uppor' regions, io 'bordoed'b~y the Krb,
or,
badla~ds a's they aro referred 1to by H ucs'is.
The River Atb a used. to contribute to the
Nile wrtessome 12 milliar
nuly 9%
of' which was bebwoon 4July and fDeaember;, This
reopreasaentsa about 13.4
f'hNl
wes.
F0or (
the whole pef cIar7Je, tile,
,t.~r.
beand
st c'oliiPietely dry.-excIept. fo r thetfew .swleMps
andwc-terpools 'that developd
especialiy''in~the
lower part's Of' th6 c har'neldvhere 4the slopeis,4
relatively~ more gentle(SeFgI)
See Hrst,
. E.

le:a

eneral account, of
the
an~.~t
v utlizaon
itswaters,~i
UuZniTjable-&g.O, 6 London,152 if,
Se

ai

br,.

aed

' .

a

AAA
D

ieCnrl

v

o

fi

n

h

S

d

n

4o

4.4.

196,

PP

189

7
The seasonal nature of the river,
the vary
steep slope in its
upper course, the forestation of
these upper parts and the high silt
content of its
water had all combined to form the basis
for and
shape the settled life
on the lower reaches of the
Atbara River.
The huge elevation differeme betwee: the
Ethiopian plateau and the central plain
of northern
Sudan made the speed and velocity of the
Atbara
waters outstandingly high.l/VThe flow, in
addition
to the relatively short distance crossed
by the
river and the alluvial nature of the soil,
has
contributed substantially to the strengthening
of
the erosive power of the river and its
ability
to
uproot and drift falling trees from the
Ethiopian
plateau.
the river

As a result the concentration of silt
waters prior to construction of the

in

Khashn el Girba dam was estimated to be
200 parts
per million,.-/or 3 or morr: kg of silt
per cubic
meter of water,5/and it is thus certainly
the high
est among all
the Nile tributarie,
in the silt
content of its
_/

waters.L/ The loss of' the river

It is estimated that the speed of the
River during th, flood time and prior Atbara
to the

erection of Khashn el Girba dam was about

40

lems per hour.
2/ See H.E. Hurst (1952) Op.cit.,p.
/ See Salah el Din El Shami, Studies on tho
Nile, The Anglo-Egyptian Library, Uairo,
1967
-(inArabic), p.160.
I/
See Mohammed Awad Mohammed, The Nile, Cairo,
1956, (in Arabic), p.294.
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waters Principally through
evaporation from the
surface and percolation
into its alluvial silt-bed
The environmental condition
that existed in
the lower Atbara Prior
to the construction of
the
Khashn el Girb dam is
0
largely responsible for
the
then prevalent econoMic
activities and was hence
reflected in the population
structure and its mobi.
l-Ity.,patterns. These
conditions have allowed
for,
or may have imposed,
an economic activity that,
perhaps uniquely in Northern
Sudan, continues
throughout the year. This
has taken the form of
combining agriculture
with animal husbandry
and
herding, both being supplemented
by other minor
activities such as fishing,
wood collection and
handicrafts. This latter
activity was largely
dependent on the extensive
Presence of the dom
trees or the branching
palm (Hyphaene thebaica)
in
the area which ,vas tha
main source fof saaf
(the
dom leaves) from which
hand-mastings such as
broosh and baskets were
made. In addition an
important source of cash
was the collection of
the
huge amount of wood .that
was annually brought by
the river. This wood was
sold as firewood or as
a
building material in
the neighbouring towns
of Ed
Darner and Atbara. Fishing,
largely associated with
wood colltct.t-oL,
Nas also practiced widely
during
the flood season.
However, the erection
of Khashn el Girba dan
in 1964 has considerably
disrupted that pattern
of
life through the various
ecological changes it
_/ See K.M.

Barbour (1961) 0.p.cit.,

P.119

/

9

caused in the area.
These changes were clearly
reflected in the forms of economic activities, land
use patterns, and in the demographic structure of
the population,

all indicating the gradual loss of
value of that environment.
Indicators of deterioration and the present
trends in response to those changes are discussed
below through a comparison 'bet'ween the:conditions
before and after the erection of the dam. First a
general historical background about settlement in
the area and the ethic structure of the
inhabitants is provided; it is followed by a brief
description of the population characteristics.
Secondly there is a description of the pre-dam
economy of the area, heavily centred on the
riverine land area. That is followed by a
description and an analysis of the type and
magnitude of' onvironmental changes, a summary of
their socio-economic consequences and the
perception of them by the local population. Finally,
on the basis of the comparison of the past with
the presant situation, a list of indicators of
environmental degradation is, qualitatively,
formulated. The report is concluded by raising a
number of research issues and questions to be
investigated and through empirical research to
attempt to quantify those indicators to discover
a means of reversing or checking that trend of
degradation.

2o

THE PO UlxTION OF THE LOWER ATB'-RA AREA

].0

2.

THE POPULATION OF THE LOWER ATBARA AREA:

No exact data can b6 given for the first settle
ments in the area, probably because of the mobility
associated with the indigenous nomadic Population,
but
there is some evidence that suggests the existence
of
a complete settled life
during the late
18th early 19th
century. In El Gubba village, there is the gubba
tomb
of Faki Ahu Nagea'a, a religious man who is known
to
have migrated during the Funj Period (1650-1920).
Another village, named Gerf el 3uja, might also
suggest
that the Beja nomads of eastern Sudan may have
reached
this area in their continuous search for water
and
pastures.: some of' them might have settled in the
area
as cultivators. /
2.1.

The Ethnic

Structure:

A arge number of tribal grou2ps deoend:
totally or partially:on the River Atbara and inhabit
its banks. In the uppcr reaches of the river we
find
the Bisharin, Nifidnb, M'irrhomab, Fadniya and
Kamalab,
while the Jaliyin,

especially Allab, represent the
majority of the ,-opulatian of the lower parts
of the
River Atbarn. The Jaaliyin are believed to have
moved
to the area as established cultivators from the
area
east and west of the Nile near Ed Damer, most
probably
in the first half of the 19th century after

/

These views were formulated as a.result of a series
of conveesations with inhabitants of the area
over
the last few years, especially Sayed Haj Ali'Salih,
the ex-Omda of the area, who expressed the 'same
views
in an unpublished and undated paper titled: "A
Note
on Vie History of the Lower Atbara" (in Arabic).
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El Difterdar revenge expeditions that follwed
the
murder of Ismail Pasha in 1821.i/

2.2.

The Demographic Characteristics:

The area under study is

inhabited by about 80,000
people living in pernanent villages on both sides
of
the -tver and some scattered camps on the western
side
of the river.
There is

no detailed

census nor are there very

reliable statistics
for the population of the area and
the only enumerated figures avilable
ar-e those of the
1955/56 census that was basod on the Omodiya as
the
mallest unit.2/The 1973 census was based on the
average
number of household members and the number of houses
in
each village. Two other estimntes for the population
of
the areavwe're h.ho ma'de by the provincil
"authorities
in

1969 and 1972,

but no mention was made of the method
dr cri.teria on which these estimates were made.
However
these more recent sources suffer from the following:
1.

being based on estimates and the lack of nny
clear statistical
method that was applied to
arrive at those figurm

2.

the considerable

s.

variations and inconsistancies

when their figures are compared.
i/

See H.A.Abdcl Ati, The Impact of Khashrn el Girba
Dami on the Lower Atbara Arca-Sudan, Unpublished
M.Sc. Thesis, Centre Cor Development Studies,
University of Wales (Swanseu),
1979, P.13.

2_

This in fact suits most of our purpose here as
the
area under study roughly coincides with the
boundaries of' the ex-Omodiya of Al Magran.
An
Omodiya was an administrative unit consisting
of
two or more Sheikhships or villages under the
authority of an Cmdn.
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3.

they seem to underestimate or ignore the
significant variations between different
villages, i.e., variations resulting from
the combination of differences in the rates
of in and out-migration and influence of
location relative to a neighbouring town,
if

we assumed an equal rate of natural
population increase.
Table 1 contains the figures given for six
selected villages in the area, namely, Al Magran,
Gangari, El Qubba, El Omerab, El Besli and Gersi
(all
on the western side of the river and indicates
the
huge differences between them.
Table 1
Total Population of six Selected Villages l
1
in the Lower Atbara Area in selected years-'
Year
The Population
average household
number
annual growth rate

( ap rox
l/

.1955/567159

1972

: 1973

5869

12,300

5.4

n...

n.a,

2.9%

7.81

6.0% 1 .5%

15,200 6,899

5.6

1978
10,550

!0.6 :

2. 8c,

Notes on the table:
a) Sources, respectively, the 1955/56 Population
Canos. s of Sudan; E.I. El Sabooni, A Report on
the Problem of Lower Atbara, Nile Province
Head
quarters, Ed Darner, 1969; Nile Province, A
Memorandum on the Lower Atbara Area, Ed Darner,
1972; The 1973 Unpublishce Census; and H.A.
Abdel Ati (1979) Op.cit.
b> Annual growth rate is calculated on the
basis
of the 1955/56 Census figures.
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On the basis of the )978 sample, being
the most
recent, the following 2' ervations
can be made:
a)

b)

c)

that about 52.Y6 of the population
is either
under 15 years or over 45 years old
and hence
the conmiunity can be described as a
young one
in tneris of -ige.
the average family size (i.e. all those
living
in the same household) is considerably
high,
exceeding 10.5 persons per household,
althoigh
these ratios vary constiderably between
different
villages, e.g., it is 7.2 persons
in Al Magran
while it is over 114 in El Qubba.

the economic dependency. ratio is fairly
rea-z-n
able (3.5 persons) when compared to
the average
household size, elthough again it varies
between
4ifferent villages, from a minimum
of 2.6
*persons in El Omerab to a maximum
of 5.5 in El
Qubba. However, these relatively low
ratios of
economic dependence that suggest high
parti
cipation'xrates in fact might have
obscured the
high levels of unemployment. The reason
for such
assertion lies in the unclear definition
of
"income earner" oii "the economically
active",
as it included all income earners
no matter how
long or short the period of their
employment is.
Comparing the 1978 sample figures
with those of
the 1955/56 census we find that, although
the annual
growth rates are almost the same,
the average household
size has almobt doubled. This indicates
a high level
of natural increase; it also suggests
an intensive out
migration trend involving mostly the
young males and
probably small families a part of
which might be left
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with the wife or husband's parents. However, on
the
.one hand, the exceptionally high growth rates
of the
1969 and 1972 estimates seem to suggest a significant
trend of migration into the riverine area; that
may
be a reflection of the natural hazards' effect
on the
local population of tne southeajstern parts of
the area.
The year 1968-69 witnessed the most extensive
damage
caused by the exceptionally high flooding of the
river
Atbara, and that damage caused some of the population
to move further northwest along the river banks
to
settle in the lower At bara. That also coincided
with
the beginning of the drought in the northern Butana
when, for tha first
time in a fairly long period,
rainfall deficiency was so great that it halted
the
rainfed cultivation and animal herding .hat used
to be
practiced both by the nomads of the northern Butana
and some of the riverine population. This has
also
caused some of the originally nomadic groups of
the
Butana to move ai-id star~t a settled or semi-settled
life near the River 4tbara. How-.ver, it must be
noted
that the occurence of these hazards, the resultant
influx of population towards -the area, and probably
the political row-l/it
caused max have influenced the
estimates of population made in 1969 and 1972
and
hence the calculated growth rates.
On the other hand, the 1973 figure of growth
rate (1.54) which is far below the national average
also suggests an outward migration trend from
the area,
l/

During the 1969-72 per.iod the area wns visited
by
the President of the Republic and various ministers
and the Provincial Authorities conducted these
surveys in response to those problems.
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but it

is difficult to choose between it and the total
population figure of the previous year, which is twice
that of the 1973, and hence it is not easy to generalize.
Withregard to the sex balance, the overall
male/female ratio, accoruing to the 1978 sample results,
is fairly even, standing at 99.3%, but enornous varia
tions are encountered 2or the different age groups (See
Table 2). For those under 15 years of age, th male/
female ration is 104.5% and 115.3% for those over 44
years old, hut it is only 89.31 for the group of 154
years. The imbalance in this latter group, of course,
indicates the migration of adult males, although the
level of imbalance seems to have been kept down by the
high ratio of population in the working age (47.7%)
(See Fig. III).
The major destinations of these migrants are
Ed Darner and Atbara towns, to which migration seems to
be of a permanent nature and in addition to Khasxn el
Girba end the mechanized crop production schemes of
the Gedaref area. Migration to these two latter areas
seems to be temporary, either seasonally during cultiva
tion periods or for only a few years.
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sarnple survey conducted in 1978
covering
six Sheillhships that form the ex-Omodivya
of Al Kagran.
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3.

THE PROBLEM

OF LOWER

ATBARA. A HISTORICA

NTE:

As a result of the 1959
Nile Water Agreement
between Egypt and Sudan
that was followed by the
construction of the Aswan
High Ddn, the inhabitants
of
Wadi-Halfa area (about
50,000) had to be evacuated.
.....
a ----... ' 1'
they were settled in the
Khashn
el GOirba rca in consideration
of various factors the
Most I"PorL t of
were theow
nhich -population density.
in the area and the high
fertility of the soil.!/
A
dam was construc Led on
the River Atbara at KhasYnj
el
Girba village about 40
kms from the Ethiopian
border
and 350 kms from the Atbara-Nile
junction, with a
storage capacity of 1.3
milliard cubic metres,
Primarijiy
to irrigate the 500,000
feddans-Bcheme that was
established and to supply
electricity (Potentially
15 MW) to Thw Halfa, Kassala
and Cedarif towns.2/
Io serious attempt has
ever been made to assess
or measure the effects
the dam can make on the
areas
outside its imnediate
vicinity. Asfor the Lower
Atbara,
the most affecte ! area
along the Atbara river,
it has
nevor been a part of any
evaluation of the Khashn
el
Girba Sche;! either by
the dam autho1vities or
by
the
Central 0 o--cr
t. With the completion
of the dam in
1964, the ecological balance
started to be disturbed
causing

Cr.Cz:.z

the pre

,c..,

5

,.

economic and social
changes reaching
i oin 1969 orwards; this
elicited

l/

Se fri. cx'ip'c Hassan
Dafalla (1975)
it.,
Pp.l !Y-5; al2o Isnail
of Khas1n rl G.rbn AreaHussein Abdalla, The Choice
for the Resettlement of
Halfaws, Sudon
the
i otesad Rords,
Vol. 5 1, 1970.
2/ Sc~~ M, 1h. 0-an and
H.E. El Hag "Irrigation
Practices and Development
in the Sudan," SudanNotes
a_d 'RCords Vol.55,
1974,

P.100.
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some action by the provincial authorities, one of
which was those surveys of 1969 and 1972.
3.1. The Traditional Economy of Lower Atbara:
Prior to the erection of Khastrn el Girba Dan the
economy was predominantly agriculturaJ.. Over 90% of
the population depend on irrigated agriculture to make
a living, though most of them supplemented their incomes
by fishing and trading in the wood drifted by the river.
The River Atbara was therefore the cornerstone for the
local economy. Nevertheless, rain cultivation in the
inner Butana was practiced, when climatic conditions
allowed, together with animal herding that sometimes
involved a partial mobility of households.

3.1.1. Agriculture:
Four types of cultivation were known in

the area

and these were:
a.
gerf-/caultivation on the annually flooded
banks;Oof the river;
b.
kar_/land cultivation immediately above the
/
mostly irrigated by sagia;_
gerf lnd,
c.

a

cultivation on the river bed when it

dries up and develops small water pools; and
Sd.

atmur/cultivation on the rainfed lands of
the northern Eatana.

/

erf (ar) the sloping land of the river bank or
small pockets of silt
land cultivated after the
river flood waters subside.
_/ karu: land above the area annually flooded by
the river. (gerf).

V

sagia:thi ox-drawn water wheel.
at: refers to watermelon and cucumber cuctmis
on the river bed when it dries up.
.5/ atmur: an area of sand dunes stabilized by a small
clayContent, cultivable in the rainy season.

/
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Agriculture was typically subsistent and practiced
on a family basis. The subsistent nature of the
society
seem to have been imposed by the seasonal nature
of the
River Atbara and the unreliability of rainfall
in the
area. In fact it seems that, with the then available
technology, this subsistence level was not easy
to
maintain without the full utilizaticn of all
agricul
tural potentials in the area; this may also
be the
reason for the drastic changes caused by the Khashi
el Gii.ba dam.
The year was divided into three agricultural
seasons, seifi (summer), damira (flood) and shitwi
(winter).
In the seifi season (April to August)
cultivation was restricted to the karu land,
depended
on 'gga irrigation and involved the production
of
dukhn (bulrush millet) and some v.egetables. In
damira
season (August-November) crops cultivated were
mainly
vegetables, dura (Sorghum Vulgare) and lubia
(Dolichos lablab) on the &erf lands, the latter
two
to be cut green as animal fodder. During this
season
the cultivation was the easiest and the demand
for
labour was generally low. For this reason it
represent
ed the peak season for subsidiary activities
such as
fishing and floating wood collection. The shitwi
season (November-March) wao conpidered to be the
most
important season in terms of working hours, labour
force employed and the crops grown. It also represented
the second rotation of farming on the karu lands.
Lubia (Dolichos lablab) and bersim (Lucerne)
for
animals, vegetables and horse beans for human
food,
and quite often for sale, were the major crops
produced.
In addition, wheat was also grown sometimes,
when
temperature levels were low and enough Water
was avail
able for irrigation.
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Magat cultivation of agur (cucumber cucumis) and
watermelons, on the river bed, was usually carried
out
in March or April when the river develops into
pools,
to be harvested in June or July before the flood
time,
thus making use of the moisture content of the river
bed soil.
Atmur or rainfed cultivation in the Butana was
practiced in June, July or August depending on
the time
of rainfall. It used to involve only a part of
the
family (young males) who followed the herds during
the
dry se.,son and then settled down with their herds
after
the start of the rainy season. Dura was the only
crop
grown for food while the straw was dried to feed
animals
during the summer season.
3.1.2. Nomadism and Animal Herding:
According to the 1955/56 census, the nomads and
semi-nomads in the lower Atbara area accounted
for about
4% of the total population of the area.
The major
differences between these two groups were:
a.

the nomads were largely concentrated in the
southeastern parts of the area around and south
of Gersi Sheikhship, while the semi-nomads were
scattered all over the area along the river
channel;

b.

the nomads used to concentrate on raising
camels and sheep while the semi-nomads
concentrated on sheep, goats and some cattle;

c.

obviously the distance and duration of the
nomads' mobility were both longer than those
of the year in the Butana pastures and wadis
the nearest of which was khor el Makabrab
(See map 1). Also sometimes nomads from the
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central Butana used to move for far longer
distances towards the Atbara river during dry
seasons; they might even cross the river to
the north.YThe semi-nomads, on the other hand,
who were mostly farmers, used to spend only two
or three months away from the River AtbarF and
take shocter trips to Sih al Hagar, Wadi Umm
Grain, Sararit and Wad Adar; and
d.

while all the family is involved in the nomadic
mobility, only some of thc males were invo7 ed
in the case of the semi-nomadic family.

Although the ratio of nomads and semi-nomads to
the total population is very small, these groups used
to own a very high proportion of the livestock then
present in the area.2/Sheep, cattle and camels,
respectively, in terms of their numbers, were the main
types raised by these groups. Goats were heavily
concentrated on the riverine areas and largely
associated with the settled population or with the
resident part of the semi-nomadic family. Animals in
fact played a very important role in the economic life
of the settled population. The sagla, the gussabiya 3 /
and the wooden plouth, the technology that was used at
the time, were all completelj dependent on animal power
(oxen). Donkeys were also used for threshing wheat. In
addition to providing a source of food, these animals
supplied manure and n means of transport.
l_/ See M.E. Abu Sin, A Survey and Analysis of
Population Mobility within Northern and Central
Sudan, Unpublished Ph.D. Thesis, University of
London (Bedford College), 1975, p.204.
2/ See H.A. Abdel Ati (1979) Op.cit., P.53.
3/ Gussabiya: an earth scoop made of iron and wood,
used for leveling the land and making minor canals.
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3.1.3.

Fishing and Floating Wood Collection:
Although a very small proportion of the
Population depended entirely on these two
activities to
make a living, both formed an important source
of pocket
money for a considerable portion of the population.
However, both of these activities suffered
a number of
problems such as:
3.

being seasonal in their association with
the.
river flood, the thing that made it difficult
for the people to undertake them as basic
activities;

2.

the lack of transport and absence of local
markets, which used to depress prices for
wood and lead to huge losses of fish catch;

3.

and

the fishing activity, in addition to the
primitive means used in it,
had also faced
the problems of competition from the main
Nile fisheries where fish were better in
quality and higher in quantity since they
were caught from a much longer and perennial
river
3.1.4.

Handicrafts:

The dom trees that were predominant in the
area
provided the local population with a building
materiel
and a source for hand mattings. The stem
bf the dorm
tree was and is still extensively used for
the roo.
support for houses in both urban and rural
areas. The
leaves of the dom tree or saaf was the main
source
for handicrafts such as bzush (mattings),
baskets and
ropes. These handicrafts were largely carried
out by
women, and they represented one major contribution
cf
females towards the household's economy.
In fact this
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activity to a large extent filled the slack season
in
the year as it was practiced during the late
winter
and early summer days.
It must be noted that over 40%
of the households were engaged in these activities.l /
In addition, some of the male members of the
community used 1o inake use of the cly
soil of the
river and the availability of firewood in the
area to
make water pots (Zeir) but again this was limited
due
to the diCficulty ol transport and th- competition
from the Nile are-us.
In conclusion the main features of" the
traditional economy of the area can be summarized
as
follow s:
1.

It

2.

There were various alternatives for the
individual though largely dependent on natural
conditions. Animal husbandry, fishing, wood
collection and handicrafts all were supplement

was basically a subsistent economy with a
relatively high degree of self-sufficiency.

ary activities to irrigated and rainfed cultivation.
3.

4.

l/

The availability of these alternatives left
no, or a very short, slack season for the house
hold and very =all or no surplus labour force
that could have otherwise migrated.

The practice of' these various economic activities
other than agfrriculture Fnd the raising ofV large
numbers of livestock, even among the totally
settled population, seems to indicate some aware
ness on the part of the inhabitants about the
marginality of thf:;ir natural environinent with
which they learned to cope by straddling between
these different activities.
See H.A. Abdcl Ati (1979) Op.cit., p.56.

4. ENVIRO ,MENTALCIANGES IN THE AREA.
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14.

ENVIRONN1TpAL CHAliES IN THE AREA:

It was m6tioned previously that
the Lower
Atbara area falls into the semi-desert
climate region,
and the amount of' rainfall decreases
as one moves
along the river from the southeast
to the northwest.
This gradual decline is indicated
by thefIgures of
rainfall averages in Atbara and
Seidon contained in
Table 3 below.
Table 3
Average Monthlr Rainfall in Atbara
and Seidol

Atbara 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0
Seidon 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0

3
1

3
6

27
25

31

41

5
8

1
3

/

0.0 0.0
1 0.0

Over the lnst two decades the amount
of rainfall
started to decline.
If the meteorological records of
rainfal.1 in the Central Butana
are taken a- an indicator
of that declihe, we find that the
minimum recorded for
sixty years was In 1970 (298 mm
as opposed to the annual
average of 429 mm), although rain
levels started to pick
up again afterwards.2/It has also
been reported that
the area experienced the worst
drought in its-history
3/
between 1969 and 1973._/ Source. Abbasher E. El Amin,
The Basin of the River
i..-bara in Sudan: A regional Study,
Unpublish
ed M.A. Thesis, Cairo University,
1976, P.99.
_/ See Ahned Mohd. El'Hassan, The
Consequonces of Open Grazing in environmental
Central Butana-Sudan,
IES Monograph Series, No.1, Khartoum,
November, 1981,

p-19.
/ See Rapp, A., The Sudan, in A.
Rapp and H. Hellden,
Research on Environmental
Monitoring Methods for
Landuse Planning in African Drylands
London Univ.
Geogr. Dept. Papers, No.42, 1979,
P.47.
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Two other changes, closely connected with the
previous one, were also experienced in the area. These
were:

1.

a considerable increase in the intensity of
desert encroachment in the area. The desert
line has advanced southwards by about 100 kms.
between 1958 and 1975,1-thus covering all the
area,.under study including the riverine lands
(Fig. IV), and

2.

the construction of' the Khashn el Girba dan in
1964 which had its most significant effects on
the riverine lands and the riverine population.

All these, of' course, have cdmbined to determine
the quality of the environment and hence the type of
.economic activities practiced by the inhabitants of
-the area. In this section, emphasis has been made on
the rivertne lands and how they were influenced by the
dan and the change in the "natural" conditions.
4.1. The Erosion of the River Channel:
Before the construction of Khashn el Girba dan,
erosion on-the river channel was mainly through the
vertical cutting of the river bed itself, resulting in
the clear low elevation of the river baqin relative to
its surrounding areas.-/The pre-damn picture of thp
lower parts of river seems to haVe resembled a
simplified form of the present situation in its upper
parts, I.e., between Adarma and Gallabst where gullies
'l/ See h.F. Lamprey, A Report on the Desert Encroach
ment Reconnaissance. in Northern Sudan, Nairobi,
1975, cited in Erick Eckholm and Lester Brown,
Spreading Deserts: The Hand of Man, World Watch
Papers, No.13, August 1977, Pp.9-10.
/See S. El Shami,(1967) Opcit., p.161.
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have torn these kerrib land surfaces quite extensively.
However, although the slope wao generally steep (i.e.,
1:400 between Khashn el Girba and the Atbara-Nile
Junction)l/and hence the river speed was ralatively
high, it seems that the long distance crossed by the
river and the heavv load of both coarse and dissolved
materials it used to transport had helped to check its
erosive power and restricted it to the river boundaries
since the process was coupled with an equally high
intensity of depositional activities in the lower parts
of the channel. It is estimated that the River Atbara
used to carry about 3 kilogrammes of dissolved and
eroded materials per every cubic metre of water. 2/
At present the intensity of erosion below the dam
site has increased considerably, as a result of the
following:
a.

the river current regains its strength as it
passes the dam gates, a particularly large
portion of the materials it carries from its
upper course areas, that could have reduced Ats
speed, are checked behind the dam (see section
4.4 below). This moens that the lower parts of
the river channel, instead of being subject to
both erosion and deposition in a somehow
balanced form, become largely subject to erosion.

b.

the relatively short distance between The dam
and the Atbara discharge area (about 400 kms),
together with the relatively steep;y!and

l_/ See M.A. Mehammed (1956) .Op.cit., p.112.
.2/ See S.El Shami (1967) Or).cit., p.1 6 4.
3/ The elevation difference is 5 metres between the
town of Atbara (45 m) and Seidon (550 m) while the
distance between them is about 50 kms.
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c.

the weak composition of the soil consisting
of
nilt and clay that were originally deposited
by
the river itself.

The intensity of hadda (land sliding) has
now
considerably increased on both sides of the
river,
leading to the almost complete disappearance
of the
gerf lands, especially on the leFft bank of
the river
channel where the effect is more profound.-1See
Fig.V).
4.2. Siltation:
The annual accumulation of silt behind the
Khashm
el Girba dam has a twofold effect on the lower
Atbara.
On the one hand it reduces tlh fertility
levels of the
riverine soils nnd on the other reduces the
connectivity
of its particles making it yet more vulnerable
to both
water and wind erosion.2/The amount of sediments
in the
Khashm el Girba reservoir has risen from nil
in 1964 to
0.46 x lO9 M3 in 1972/73, thus reducing the storage
capacity from 1.3 x 109 M3 to about 0.84 x 109 3
M in
the same seasoni/and Thimm estimates it to be
O.80xl0 9 M 3

in 1978.Y-/The annual rate of sediment deposits'
upstream
advance was estimated in 1973 to be about 4Ox60 6 M3,5 /
that is approximately a horizortal expansion of
about
j_/ See H.A. Abdel Ati (1979) Op.cit., Pp.35-62
and 63.
j Ibid., p.36.
/ Ministry.of :'rrigation (Sudan) R Report on the
Sedimentation Problem of Khasn el Girba Reservoir,
Khartoum, 1973, pp.4-7.
/ See H.U. Thimm, Development Projects in Sudan:
analysis of their performance with implication an
research and training in arid land management, for
U.N.

University,. 1979,

-.l.

Seo
e/ ogreah, "A Preliminary -Note on Experimental
Flushing Operations of 1971 and Flushing
Programmes
of 1972", Ministry of Irrigation, Khartoum,
1972,

p .L.
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original river bed level. Furthermore Thimm estimates
,that about 50 million cubic metres of the River Atbara
waters ar'e annually lost as a result of this sedimen-v
tatiof.n probl-in in the reservoir.1_/

4.3. Fishing:
Th- ,,,r,:-:

etiL',_ ts of irrigation dans on the

downstream fish have been emphasized by various
scholars and ecologists. The following are smong the
problems mentioned:
]., the h:'.ndrovce of upstre:rn and downstream
mcvc:c.
of fish;
2.

the obstruction of fish by turbines;

3.

the alteration of the water regimen downstream
by the dii that tends to deprive fish from
making usa of the seasonal shifts of water
that aro cssenti.al for feeding, spawnirg; and
1..QL.-1L

.e

.:

leads to a drop in the

.nutrc.unt level in the river waters;
4, the alteration of' the natural level of
sed"'i.~rm :nd water velocity, which also
influences the nutrients a.nd the dissolved
oxygen levels and hence the productivity of
fish; and
5

the c..ai,;e[3 ii.the salinity and chemical
structure of the niver waters, since the
concentration of salt in water is,knm to.
cause; tI3 cortamination of fish reserves.2/

1/ See H,.U. Th...mm (1979) Op.cit,, p.16.
2/ For nr clooratic:' of these points see Dassmann,
RE., Milton, JP.,and Freomnnn, P.H., Ecological
Frin
,.j._lyf- fnr Dbonc'mic Deval-opment., John Wiley
& Sons Ltd. London, 1978, pp.191-197.
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Of course most of these apply to
the fisheries of

the River Atbars, especially with regard
to the high
silt content of the water in the lower
parts. However,
as fishing was only practiced seasonally
and provided
a supplementary source of income, the
economic impact
of its disruption by the dam can only
be seen as
significant in association with the other
aspects of
the economy, particularly with regard
to two things.
First, the seasonality of the river
and the blockage
by the dam led to the drop in the lower
parts so that
when available fish were in most cases
useful only as
sardines as a result of the disruption
of the breeding
cyclo. Secondly, the loss of other income
sources, both
agricultural and non-agricultural, denied
those who
practice fishirg the capital necessary
to conduct it,
since the sardine industry, for example,
requires an
economic base Car beyond the financial
resources of the
majority of these people.l/This is probably
why in 1978
it was found that only 0.7/ of the Lower
Atbara popula
tion relies on fishing as the major source
of income. 2 /
4.4. Deforestation:
It was mentioned previously that the
River Atbara
before the construction of Khashm el
G.rba used to
drift a considerable amount of falling
trees from its
upper course areas in the Ethiopian highland
forests.
Sunt (Acacia albida), talh (A. seyal),
tundub
(Capparis deeidua), Salam (A. Flora),
haraz (A. albida),
and Highleeg (Bilanites aegyptiaca) were
the main types
1/ Sardine industry at present seems
to be practiced
largely by urban-based fishermen, mainly
to-wn, fishing at the Atbara-Nile junction from Atbara
where they
claim fishing is easier and fish are
more abundant.
2/ See H.A. Abdel Ati, (1979), a-.cit.,
P.j4.
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of wood drifted by' the river downstream. The natural
vegetation of the Lower Atbara area itself consisted of
dom trees'(Hyphaene thebaica), tund_, aunt, talh,
kittir (A. Mellifera) and lnaut (A. nubica), in
addition t6 the date palms that were 'concentrated along
the river banks. Desert and semi-desert shrubs .and
girasses were also nbundant in the area between Marzuqa
and Atbara east and west of the river, decreasing in
density towards the north and also east and west away
from the river These included tarfa (Tamarix ophylla).
haskaneet (Cenchxrus),. nol_(Cnbopogon nervatus), halfa
(Dcmoslarpya Oyrosuroidas) and tabas (Scilub).All
these had their economic value for the local population
as firewood, building material and a source of cash.
The construction of KhasIln el Girba dan has not only
halted the flow of wood doWnstream, but by so dqing it
caused. extensive damage to the vegetation in the.
downstroanfi area.
It

is

very difficult

to estimate the volume of
wood that was annurilly drifted by the River Atbara as
it. varied considerably'from one year to another.'
At
present it'usually expands for 1-2 kilo-metres upstream
from the dam on the Cull width of the reservoir, with
the maxim
rr- accumulation occuring during the 'early ays
of the flood season (July-August).2/This is important.
in two resprctr. First the accumulation of wood
increases the rate of sedimentation in the reserv'oir.
And Secondly, the removal operations of that wood
require the complete closure of the drm in order to
_/ For a more detailed description of vegetation, see
A.E. Ej Amin (1976), 0p_00t.,
pp.117-11.
_/ See Ministry 'of Irrigation Report on the
Sedimentation Prablem of Khashm el Girba Reservoir,
Khartoum, 1973, p.23.
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raise the water level to the maximum height
(468 metres)./

Thus,

in addition to the checking of floating
wood, the
lower Atbara also suffers the restraint
of both silt
and irrigation water and hence the disruption
of the
agricultural cycle.

Denied the opportunity to collect floating
wood,
the inhabitants of the lower Atbara
turned to surround
ing areas, cutting trees for domestic
uses and sometimes
for commercial purposes. This is particularly
true for
the extreme lower parts, close to the
urban areas (El
Darer and Atbara) where the demand for
wood is high,
and here the acacia tre.s and even
dom trees were almost
cleared completely (See Fig.V).-2/In
addition, a
considerable number of the date palms
on the river banks
was lost as a result of the high intensity
of haddam.
Furthermore, the drought of the late
1960's early 1970's
put more pressure on the vegetation
cover as various
nomadic groups from the northern Butana
started to move
towards the river and spend longer periods
in its
vicinity for water, while supporting
their animals from
this natural vegetation. It is well
known that the
combination of vegetation clearance
by man and prolonged
droughts is a prime cause of desertification.Vover
grazing is also accused of causing
soil erosion and
desertification in various parts of
the semi-arid zone
in Sudan.L/All these factors seem to
have contributed

I/ Ibid., p.22.
2_/ The sketch map in fact indicates
both
of vegetation and the erosion of the the clearance
gerf lands by
the river.
3/ See A. Rapp, Sudan, in Rapp, Houreau
and Lundholm

(ed.,),

-i

Can

Desert Encbroaclinent Be Stopped ?.
Ecological Bullotin,.No.24, Stockholm,
1976, p.
See E, Eckholn and L.R. Brown, Spreading
Deserts:
The Hands of Man, World Watch Papers,
No.13, August,
1977, PP.9-10.
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to the ?nuthern advance of the desert line to cover
".U the lower Atbara area (See Fig, iv),
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5.

THE IMPLICATIONS OF CHANGE ON THE 07,ONOMY

OF THE _ARFAI
The marked drop in the amount of' the river
water
pansing downstrem an. the disruption of
floating wood
collection and fishing activities
caused by the erection
of Khasn el Girba dam on the one hand
and the drought
of the late
1960's on the other have combined to agitate
and reshape the economy of thu Lower Atbara.
Here an
attempt is made to assess flhc implications
of those
changes on the two pre-existing major economic
activi;"
ties,
namely agriculture and livestock raising.

5.1. _Agriculture:
Being the major economic activity, agriculture
was
the activity most affected by the erection
of the dam
and the environmental changes that occurred.
The
reduction of the river water, the loss of
cultivable
lands as a result of erosion of the river
banks and
the drop in rainfall levels in tho atmur
lands were
the prime factors of ,hinge. The implications
of this
were enormous on all aspects of -agriculture
including
land ovwnorship, thu crops and cropping systems
employed,
cultivation methods,

and consequently,

production

relations.
As a result of the rontrol measures over
the
River Atbara :waters applied by the Khashm
el Girba dan
authorities, the "normal" flow uf the river
is
restricted
to three months (August-October),
aryl by
January or at most February, the, river is
completely
dry when most of the water pools disappear.
As a-result.,
of this and the variations in the time of
opening the
dam gates from one year to another on the
one hand, and
the high intens.ity of haddam on tho other, both
mgat
and gj-prf cultivation have ceased to exist.
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The traditional irrigation system by swagi
also
had to be changed and replaced by diesel
pump irrigation.
This change was necessitated by:
a.

b.

the limited capacity of sagia.1-/This made
it idle
for over three quarters of the year, particularly
with the high clevation of the land to be
irrigated, caused by haddam;
the continuous changes in the river course
that'
were difficult to cope with, by changing
the
location or site of the wooden wheel because
of
its bulky size and the special skills it
requires
in addition to the high costs involved;

c.

d.

the loss of the Korf and atmur lands that
necessitated the use of more efficient
irrigation
machinery to allow the maximum use of the
avail
able land. Equally important, it seems,
was the
intention to use the area that had been
occupied
by fodder crops for the sagia bulls; and
probably, the reduction in the amount of
wood
and livestock in the area after the constriction
of the dam.

As a rosult of all these factors the number
of
farmers depending on swagri irrigation in
the area start
ed to decline, and they gradually turned
to diesel pumps
(See Table 4). But, in spite of the obvious
economic
advantages of this change, it had a more
serious
consequence stemming from the inability
of the vast
majority of producers to buy pumps. This
led to the
2_/ On the main rile
the maximum capacity of the sagia
was 5 feddans when the river is at its highest
level
but on average it rarely exceeds 2.5 feddans,
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emergence of a landlord class, Providing
irrigation
watew to small farmers on a 50/50 share-cropping
basis,
for the first
time in the area, thus altering the pre
existing sets of production relations.

Table14
Methods of Irrigation in Lower tbara
before and after to -.
"elGirb Danm/
ing populatI
--Metheds of Irri
: Sagia : Pu-mtn :
ofFlood

Before the Dan (1964)

42

After the Dam.

25

-40.5

(1978)

'Difference (%)

33

Rain

10

1.5

10

64

1

-69.7

'.+54.0

-93.3

1/Source: H.A. Abdel Ati (1979) Q.cit:,
p.61.
The second major change in agriculture
was that
related to the crops cultivated. The
change has tak'en
the following forms:
a. Most of the fodder crops' like lubia
(Dolocis iablab),and 4ura (Sorghum vhllgar/)Von

'lands,

the.

as well as dukhn and dura of the atmur

larns disappeared,

the former ad a result of erosion,
the latter as a result of rainfall deficiehcies.
b. The drop in the moisture content of
the river
bed s 9 ils and, the annual variations in
the time and
course on which the river'flows led to
a sharp drop in'
the intensity of Maat cultivation.
c. The cultivation of fodder crops on
the Karu
land that was p acticed by some farmers
to feed ' domestic
animals also gave way to dura and other
food crops with
a gradual decline in the numbers of animalj
raised.
This in fact reflects the competition
between man and
animals for food.
I_/ Dura was cultivated on the. gerf lands
green several times as animal fodder to be, c.ut
locally known

as buttiag.
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d. . Thethirst-resistant and low-water demanding
crbps. started to occupy proportionally
large areas of
the Kaz'u lands.
These include, for: example lubi , the
only fodder crop that is still
grown on a relatively
large scale, and groundnuts in some areas.
Although the
area under these crops is very small, its
significance
arises from the exhaustion of soil and the
disintegra
tion of Its particles caused when harvesting
groundnuts,
for'example. Both of these tend t6 reduce
soil fertility
and hence its productivity.
e.
The agricultural cycle also underwent change
as
cultivation became rostricted to the damira
seaison and
the early days of the winter. That means
the di-s
integrated soil becomes subject to the
strong north
easterly winds for most of the winter months.
The
evidence of this effect is the deposits
of the riverine
fine clay soil now found in the northern
fringes of the
Butana, east of Ed Demer.
In a survey conducted in 1978, food crops
(dura,
dukhn and vegetables) were grown as the
major crops by
about 91% of the farmers-'/and occupied
the largest
proportion of the cultivated land. This
implies that
the' decision regarding what to cultivate
is largely
influenced by the family food requirements
and
emphasizes the assertion made earlier about
the
competition between man and animal, which
was obviously
concluded in favour of the former. 'The problem
of land
shortage is further stressed by the decline
of the Karu
land fertility as a result of its continuous
use and
1_/For an elaboration see H.A. Abdel Ati
(1979)
04.i.'pp. 64-66.
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the loss of all other means of fertilization (natural;
traditional or artificial) that was caused by the'
blockage of the river silt,
the sharp drop in the
numbers of livestock in the area, and the poor
financial conditions of the farmers.
Another important change experiencel was that.
related to agricultur.1i land ownership. as it. is shown
in Table (5) below,. It is clear grom the table that
the
ratio of those who cultivate hired lands has increased
substantially, nlthough in terms of number.s land hirers
are still
far fewer than pvivate holders, Tlh
ea.on
for this contradiction is a statistical or- that
emerged from the negligibl nunber of land hirers prior
to the construction of the dam.
However, although private owners constitute the
highest ratio among farmers, almost 15% of them lost
thcir private lands over the first
15 yearr following
the dam construction. Closely linked to this was the
decrease in the size of cultivated plots from;&..
average of 3.5 feddans in 1964 to 3.0 feddansin 1978..
The reduction in farm size and intensity of p ,ivate
ownership crjn be explained, other than Ihe loss of
gef and atmur Inds, by natural population increqse
and the influence of inherit.ance (mainly of karu land
s),
or by the selling of lond which could be caused by
migration, the uneconomic size of the land or as settle
ment of debts. Both of these interrelated chnnges
indicate the formation of two distinct social groups,
an increasing group of small holders and ].and hir'ers
and an -merging class of landlords.
Migration,

loss of l~nd and the in-migration of
some nomads from the northern Butana to settle.by the
river banks, have also cortributed to the presence
of

Tablc 5
Land O.erhio
:

bzfcro

and after

the Dw

_ 2__T:e of O,_nership
:
Plot Size
:Priv-atc:
:Govern-:
: l=d
Hired : ment
:Communal:Under
3:3-4.99:
.
.___.__

Percentage

of farmers

*

"

Before he dam
(1964)
Aftnr (1973)
the d7n

Degree (0%)
of Change
l/

and size of plots

Sour-ce

(*)

:

in

feddans

5-9.99:
___ 10
__ and
__ over
__ :

69

24

4

3

64.7

5.3

12.7

59.5

31..7

5.8

3

70.2

13.5

4.8

-13.8

+32.0

+45.0

0.0

+8.5

-11.8

-62.2

Compiled fror: H.A.
pp. 6 2 and 63.

Abdel Ati(1978),o-P

9

it

jLc.,,T.bjcs

T

7.3
11.5
+57.5
and VIII,

Gover_=ient lands refer to all unregistered
lands that were used
by local farers,
Diostly situatd. a1vay from the river around
the
various !lhors and 1ayaa't (water cz-.c-et
area
hat used to
develoDdevlon
_,n tth-e nnorthern
in
he) Butana
I!I.
ra iny seasons.
thaso

wage labourers in the area. Ag ain, although the ratio
of farms ontiroly dependent on wage lnbourers is
generally small (about 12,-), it is almost double its
percentage bctoro the dam (7).
Another development in
agriculture was, the replacement of' traditional tools
and implements such as selluga, fussabiya and the
wooden plouth by more modern equiTMent such as tractors
that increased gradully with the. increase of l.Rndlords
and private schume owners. It can thus be said that
the increase in the intensity of l.nd hiring and renting,
the uoe of wage labourers und the hiring of modern
agricultural technology (pumps and tractors) all led to
the breaking down of' the "self-sufficiency" of the
farm unit that in tlhe past used to operate on its own
land using fainity labour and privately owned agricultur
al equipment.
5.2. Livestock:
It was mentioned previously that the numbers of
livestock were cut drastically over the last two decades.
Under the pressure of droughts Crom the late 1960's
onwards a large proportion of the Aliab and other
nom'adic groups that ised to occupy the extreme northern
parts of the Butana started to move southwards putting
more pressure on the natural pastures around the wadis
el Hawad and el Awntaib. In fact the heavy concentra
tion of indigenous and incoming tribal groups around
the few water points in the vicinity of Um Sahdida and
the concomitant overgrazing resulting from.the imbalance
of animal/land ratios has been accused of causing
desertiCication in the area. I /
1/ The Northern Region, A Report on the Natural
Resources and the Developnent of Nomads in Shendi
Rural Council, Ed Daner, Jan. 1982, pp.13-16.
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On the riverine lands animals gradually decreased,
as mentioned previously, with the diminishing fodder
production and with the decline of the demand for their
power in agriculture. The ratio of settled population
raising animals dropped from 84% in 1964 to 65 in 1978.
Most significant, perhaps, was the drop in the average
number of animals raised per household, as will be shown
later. A large number of cattle died during the 1968--69
season when an epidemic disease, locally known as el Hu__d,
hit the area. In fact about one third of the population
surveyed in 1978 reported losing their herd during that
season as a result of the disease, but the remaining
two thirds blamed water shortages and poor pasture for
that decline.-This seems to indicate that water short
age and pasture have influenced the nomadic and semi
nomadic populations that represent the largest propor
tion of animal owners.
In a report in 1969, el Sabooni mentioned that
a total of 11,965 head of animals, representing about
93/6 of the animal wealth of Al iogran Omodiya, were
lost between 1964 and 1969.2/From Table 6 below it is
clear that the least affected among the Sheikhships
was Gersi, which was basically a nomadic area and goats
were the least hit among the raised animals. This,
however, does not mean that the loss was not enormous
as the loss ratio in
90% of goats

-orsi area. was 85.7%,

and over

iere lost.

1/

See TI.A.

2/

See I.A. El Sabooni, A Report on the Problem of
the Lower Atbara, Nile Province Headquarters,
Ed Damer, 2.969, (in Arabic).

Abdel Ati (1978)

Op.cit.,

pp.66-69.
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Alpmals lost in

Table 6
the Omodiya of Al Magran 1964-692 /

Sheikh- ; CGmels Cattle :Sheep :Goats : % loss
S ship
:1
2 : 1 : 2 : I : 2 : I : 2 : Ratio
Al Magran
88
- 206
1 618 7 755 48
96-6
El Gubba
22
3 89 10 845 78 969 26
93.9
Gangari
1
2 14o
4 681 55 660 65
91.5
El Besl
19
1 174 10 7414 23 689 81
92.9
El Omerab
5
 154
1 786 - 645 35
97.7
Umm Sunta
10
7
- 567 27 1070 87
93.1
Gersi
59
2 46

706 52 1210 235
85.7
Al Magran
Omo(c .4a
204- 8 8166 26 4947 242 5998 577
93.5
by Type
96.1,
96.8% 95.1% 90.41f.
1984
12
112
267
395
Loss Ratio 98.00
98.5
97.7%
95.6
96.7

J
:

x (1) before the dam, (2) after the dam
3Ek The 1984 figures are based on an assumption of
a 5% annual loss rate based on the 1969 figures.
Although one doubts whether the loss was as
big as that reported by El Sabooni, no evidence
to
disprove it is available. The drop in the number
of
nomads and semi-nomads is quite noticeable, and
the
productivity and quality of their animals has obviously
been negatively influenced by the long distance and
duration of their travel. Furthermore, in 1978, it
was
found that about 5% of the population does not raise
any animals at all, which is quite strange by all
standards for any rural community in Northern Sudan.
i/

Ibid., P.4?
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In summary, however, the massive reduction In the
number of livestock in the area as indicated above
can
be attributed to: (a) the epidemic of 1968-69, (b)
the*'
migration of nomads and semi.-nomads southwards towards
the inner Butana, (c) the large sales of animals
by the
settled population under the pressure of crop failures
and the loss of other income sources, (d) the death
incidence caused by the drought and (e) the fluctuating
price of grain (dura) that is to be covered, at
least
partly, by the sales of livestock. For example,
in 1983
the price of a sack of dura was between 50-60 Sudanese
pounds and that of a sheep was in the same range.
In
1984 dura price shot up to Ls. 150-180 while livestock
prices remained at the same level and even declined
over the last few months under che pressures of
drought,
higher grain prices and competition from the drought-hit
l.,-stock of Western Sudan.
The large scale of the drought's effect has also
caused some conflicts between various tribal groups
as,
for example, those occurring around water points
in the
southern parts of Northern Butana and those between
nomads and settled population close to the Atbara
River.
These latter occur as the inner Butana nomads are
compelled, under drought conditions and the expansion
of Khasbm el Girba scheme, to drive their animals
around the scheme from the extreme southeast to
the
extreame northwest of the Butana, i.e., the Lower
Atbara.1-/By so doing these nomads come into direct
contact with the settled population for long periods
I/ See M. Sh. Oman and M.,. El Hag (1974) Op.cit.,
p.100.
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and frictions occur,
The long dry seasono are known
to be times of high animal sales, so the nomads
prefer
to stay close to the market, at Ed Darner, as long
as
possible. Since the River Nile is blocked by urban
settlements and the deep and probably wet Butana
is
too far, those nomads find no alternative watering

place

to the River Atbara, thus going into conflicts
with
farmers, especially when crop damage occurs.

.

THE ECONOIIC SIGNIFICANCE OF ECOLOGICAL CHANGES
IN 012 LOWER ATBARA
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6.

THE IOONOMIC SIGNIFICANUE OF EJOLOGICAL
_HAMjE IN THE LOWER ATBARA:

An ecological change of the magnitude described
above will obviously influence the overall
socio-.
economic patterns existing in the area where
that
change takes place. In what follows, we
are going to
discuss the most important socio-economic
changes
experienced in the Lower Atbara area
as a result of
those ecological changes, namely the
changes in econo'nic
activities,
income levels and the demographic
structures.
6.1.

Occupational Changes:

The change of economic activities
was a natural
response to the changing environmental
conditions that,
as nentioned earlier, included the
drop in rainfall
levels and the shrinkage of arable
lands that caused the
drop in the liulnber of livestock and
owmers as well as
that of the farminr population. Table
7 provides a
summary of the. occupational changes
that occurred in
the area between 1964 and 1978.
Table 7
Major Occiuations in the Lower Atbara

1964

Type of E.

andI78/

'
Activity

Area

' 10 o
of Population Eng-aged

1964
Agricuj.ture

92.0

:

17
69.3;

Nomadism & Animal HQrding

2.0

0.7

Fishing

2.0

0.7

Wood Cutting & Collection
CoImLerce and Trade

0.7

0.0

0.0

4.0

Handicraft s

0.0

11 .3.

Wage
All Activities
Labour

.O
I00.0
t-j

/

Sourc.: H.A.

s.

Abdel

-

i0.
100.0

tti (1-978) Op.cit., P.78.



Note: These reprzsent the economic
activities
considered "me.n" by the population
and a large number
might be praccicing another secondary
activity.
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From the above table the following can be noticed:
a.

Over half the population experienced a change
of occupation;

b.

there is a massive reduction (by about a third)
in the farming population -'atio;

c.

handicrafts, only a subordinate activity or a
source of extra-income in the pre-dam period,
developed into being the
1  / major activity of over
111 of the

d.

there is

population;

'

a substantial drop in

the ratio of

those practicing nomadism or animal herding as
their major economic activity;
e.

the presence of trade as a major economic
activity in the area for the first
time; 2 /

f.

the enormous increase in the ratio of wage
labourers that was more than tripled. This
is one of the most serious economic and social
consequences of that change as it influences
income distribution.and reflects inequalities
Jn land distribution and/or ownership.

1/It might be interesting to note that during a visit
in 1984, 'it wag found that the Sa'af, the main raw
material for handicrafts in th area is usually
bought from Ed Domer urban market, for which it is
suppl'ied from the upper areas of the River Atbar-a,
2/ This doesn't mean the absence of tra'ding altogether
in the area, but it could have existed as a secondary
job. -However, this might be explained by the close
location or' the area to the urban markets of Ed
Danme' arl Atbara, the subsistent nature of the local
economy and, probably, the lick of any marketable
surplus that could have encouraged the growth of
shops and local marketo.
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6.2. Income Levels and Distribution:
The disappearance of certain economic activities
in the Lower Atbara and the shrinkage of
others have
caused a real drop in output and hence
in the level of
incomes and the standards of living in the
area.
According, to El Sabooni the per capita
income decreased
in the five years immediately following
the construction
of the Khashm el Girba dam to 49.7 Sudanese
pounds in
1969, as opposed to 1.37.6 pounds before the dam.-/
Without any regard to inflation, changes
in. crop prices
or any other factor that could have influenced
the per
capita income level, the drop is subsl;antially
high
(about 64%).
Although these figurra contradict the
estimated total population in the same report
and
although no clear definition of incomoor
how it was
calculated is p, vided, the.Cactors which
make the
results less reliable, a survey conducted
in 1978 seems
to confirm El Sabooni's findings, though
in a far less
significant way.
It was found that:
a. 56% of the population in 1978 earncd
under
100 Sudanese pounds per year, as opposed
to
51% in the same income bracket prior to
1964; and
b.
the income of about 9% of the population
has decrensed, (mostly from over 100 to
under 100 pounds), in contrast to the
increase in the ratio of thoso earning over
400 pounds (from 5.3% in 1904 to 8.7% in
1978). 2 /
l/ See l.A. El Sabooni (1969), Op~cit.
Supplement-6
p.2.
2/ See H.A. Abdel Ati (1979) OJit.,
P.77.
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The erosion of middle income groups usually
indicates the rising inequality in the distribution of
wealth.
Such inequality is mostly induced in rural
areas by the differential access to modern-sector
facilities,1/which becomes more effective when the
probi ms of economic growth are caused by environmental
conditions rather than by any other factors. Access to
the relatively modern technology, attained by some of
the wealthier portion of the population (pump owners and
landlords), and which resulted in further income
disparities, was induced by the interplay of a number
of factors, among which are:
a.

The replacement of the traditional Sagia by
the changing circumstances caused by El Girba
dam.

b.

The low incomes generated by the majority of
farmers as a result of the shrinkage in
cultivable lands and the decline in the non
agricultural income sources. This in fact
made the dependence of small producers. on
pump owners inevitable as they cannot, afford
to buy their irrigation machinery.

c.

The high intensity of land sales undertaken by
small holders and migrants who were pressed by
factors such as high operation costs, insufficient
production, low incomes or the uneconomical size
of the plot operated. This, in particular,
contributed significantlyLto the emergence of
some landlords who amalgamate a number of small
plots to hire them on a share-crop basis.

_/ For an elabordtion of"'this, see G.D. Coleman and
F. Nixon, Economics of Change in Less Developed
Countries, Phillip Allan Publishing Ltd., London,
1979-=
M.P. Todaro, Economics for a Developing
World, Longnan Group, London, 1979.
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d.

The policies adopted by the provincial
authorities at the time in its attempt
to
rescue the area. The effort was
largely one
of a relief operation, but in some
cases it
involved the issuance of licenees
:And
provision of financial support to
some
agricultural. scheme owners. 1/
6,

31 Demographic Changes:
From the previous diaussion of
the population.
characteristics it is clear that
there is a high rate
of outmigration from the area, imposed
primarily by the
environmental changes that occurred.
Migration is
indicated by the low rate of population
growth as well
as t-he imbalance between thn two
sexes among various
age groups (See Section 2.2). Migration
in the Lower
Atbara involved two forms of human
mobility; these are:
1.

Migration involving on.'y a part of
thT. family,
mostly thu adult males, and these
are directed
to Khashn el Girba Scheme area,
Ed Damer and
Atbara towns, Khartoum and other
urban centres
as well as abroad. In this case migration
is
either seasonal or of a temporary
nature.
2. The movement that involves all
members of the
household; this is represented by.*
a. The riverine population who lost
their lands
or their economic base in the Lower
Atbara
area for one reason or another and
moved out
side the area, mostly to Ed Dnamer
town.-/Here
mobli6y is both geographical and
occupational
as it'involves the change oV economic
activity.
!/ For an elabortion See H.A. 'Abdel
Ati (1979),
,, p. 8o-82.
2/ Note:it#A-very
lar[.e proportion
the inhabitants of
el Free' el Gadeed residential of
quarter
have their origins in the Lower Atbara. in Ed Darner
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b.

The nomadic population that moved with its
livestock southwards into the Butana in sparch
for pastures and water.

The selectivity of migration in terms of age and
sex has obviously had some implications in the area.
Male migration has contributed to the decrease in the
intensity of marriages, thus increasing the marriage
age particularly for women. In fact in some villages
economic conditions have deteriorated so much that
marriages did not take place for a quite a number of
years.
In El Omerab Sheikhshlp for example, it was
reported that no marriage had taken place over'the fhrst
five years that followed the erection of Khasirn El Girba
dom.-/This sex selectivity of migrants also had a
negative bearing cn the economy as it led to a reduction
in man-productivity and to the increase in the numbers
of dependent and economically inactive people.
Furthermore the intensity of migration in some
areas was so high that it led to the complete depopula
tion of those areas, such as the case of El Nateela
and El Khalafallab villages.

2-/

6.4. The Perception of the Proble4/
In the survey conducted in 1978, the farmers of
the Lower Atbara were asked about the problems they
faced at that time as well as those they used to
experience prior to the construction of the Khashm el
Girba dam. The results are summerized in Fig. VT below.
l_/ I.A. El Sabooni (1969), OpOit.,
p.16.
_/ Ibid, p.!L[. Also IH.A, Abdel Ati (1979), 2p.cit.,p.21.
3/ All the information in th:Ls section was compiled
from H.A. Abdel Ati (1979) __Pci., pp.66-68, 91-94,
and 9 6-100.
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It shows a nutber of problems that can be described as
persistsnt, including eroaion of agricultural land,
pests pnd disease, laok of capital and water shortages.
But after the construction of the dam, some of those
problems became more acute or were so considered hy
the farmers.
Before the damn the spread of pests and
disase was considorcvl to be the major problem by over
70% of farmers, followed by land orosion (12%), poor
markst facilities (9?), ].nk of capital (7),
and short
age of irrigation water (5, ). Although rats and sueid
(smut) and asal (stickiness) aiseaso, typical of dry
siils
and environments where they cause considerable
crop d~nage, were widely spread in the area in 1978,
they were rated second to the problem of water short
agea which was considerad to be the most important
problem by about 55 ' ov' the formers interviewed. Other
problems emphasized included land erosion (25%),
short
age of agricultural land (20',) and the lack of capital
(121 ).
Furthermore, no respondent mentioned having no
problem in 1978, as opposed to about To of the popula
tion for the pre-dam period (See Pig. VI).
This change of attitude can be explained by the
heavy dependence on irrigated agriculture on the
riverine lands in the post-dam period when the atnur
lands were lost as a result of the rainfall deficiencies.
Shortage of water also implies the shrinkage of riverine
cultivable lands and lack of capital, i.e.,irrigation
machinery.

It

also implies the loss of cash sources such
as floating wood collection, fishing and magat cultiva
tion that were rendered by the Rive.r Atbara before the
erection or the Khashm el Girba dam.

Since the long-term effect of the dam in the area
downstream to a lakge extent depends on the responoes
of the local community therc,

the people were also asked
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about their feelings or attitudes towards the dam and
to explain why they felt so. The result is shown in
Fig. VII and can be 3ummarized in the following:
a.

79% of the total farming population considered
the dam to be har-nrul to their area both
economic:illy and ecologically, 9.50% considered
it beneficial, 6.5, saw it as not effective
either way, and the remaining 50 gave no opinions.

b.

Those who viewed the dam to be beneficial
attributed that to: higher incomes (4%), the
introduction of new agricultural techniques
into the area (31) and the better marketing
opportunities (2.5%).

c.

Those who considered the dam harmful to the
area accused tit of having caused a drop in
production (44), a drop in income levels (233),
low marketing opportunities (5%),
(3.5%) and other problems (3.51).

unemployment

Howeve-r, slight differences existed when the
views of farmers under 140 years of age were taken
separately, although the general trend was the same.
Among these younger farmers, the ratio of those who
gave no opinion or viewed the dam as not effective is
considerably higher when compared to the ratio of the
total population, amointing to 20% and 11.9% respective
ly..All those who considered the dam to be beneficial
(4 .2%) attributed that to the better marketing opport
unities then (1978) existing in the area.
But similar
to the total population, the ratio of those who viewed
the dam as harmful was extrenely high (64%), and their
reasons for that were the drop in production '38.6%),
drop in incomes (23.6%) and the lower market opport
unities (1.7%) (See Fig. VII).
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The major reason for the difference in the points
of view between the elder and younger group seems to be
the greater awareness of the former with the problems,
as they were economically active before the construction
of the dam and hence know better the scale of change.
This in fact might be the reason why none of the
population over 40 years gave "no idea" as an auiswer.
Ironically, perhaps, when asked about the things
most needed for the development of their villages and
the Lower Atbara area in general, the inhabitants'
responses didn't quite match the problems they stressed
previously. A list of ten selected services was given
for each individual from which to choose and rate the
four of them he feels feasible and necessary for the
development of his village.!/Schools and agricultural
cooperatives were the most needed arid were rated first
and second by 26% of the population., respectively, but
water supply whose shortage was considered the most
important problem (Fig. VI), and for which the Khashn
el Girba dam was considered harmful (Fig. VII), came
sixth in the rating (See Fig. VIII).
The increase in the intensity of migration, the
development in the means of transport and the closer
contact with the neighbouring urban centres seem to be
the major reasons for the deviation of choice here from
the problems stressed earlier.
This is further
emphasized by the enormous variations in the services
rated first in the difrerent Sheikhships, which again
reflect the influence of contacts with the urban
l/

The rating system was 4 points to the first one,
3 to the second, 2 to the third and one point to
the fourth.
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centres and urban attitudes. To
illustrate this point
let us compare the service priorities
of the inhabitants
of Al Magran, the nearest to Atbara
and Ed Darner, with
those of Gersi which is the most
nomadic area and the
remotest geographically from urban
centres. For all
Magran population electricity supply
was the first
priority followed, respectively,
by schools, health
centres,.cooperative societies and
water supply. This
in fact not only reflects the assimilation
by urban
attitudea, but also indicates the
greater involvement
of the population in urban occupations
and the
abandonment of agriculture as a major
economic activity.
It might also indicate higher literacy
levels, compared
to the rest of the Lower Atbara
area, made Possible by
that location. As for Gersi Sheikhsh
2 which is about
50 kms from Ed Darner, its inhabitants
also rated
schools and agricultural cooperatives
as first and
second, 28% and 26%, respectively,
followed by health
facilities (24%) and water supply
(15%), but no mention
was made of electricity (See Fig.
VITI).
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7. A SUMMARY 0!' INDICATORS AND CONILUDING
REMAN S
From the previous discussion a number
of
indicators of environmental degradation
in the Lower
Atbara area can be Identified, varying
in their
intensity, significance and impact
and including both
physical and human factors.
A number of these
indicators are listed in Tr,-la 8,
in which an attempt
is made to show, qualitatively, tho
magnitude of
degradation in the study area, based
on:
a.

the quartified information provided
in
the tcxt;

b.

obsL;,rvations made in varioun visits
to
the area between 1978 and 1984i; and

c.

the perception of the local population
of the di".Terent changes they experienced

Although these indicators are subgrouped
into
physical, economic and demographic
factors in the table,
in rcality thny are not oo easily
divisible. Instead,
as indicated in the diagram below,
the problen is in
fact made more complex by the inte rconnectedness
of
these indicators (F.ig. IX).
This interconnectedness
reflects the cunmulative-causational
nature of man's
relationship with the natural environment,
ive., his
impact on that environment and his
response to the
consequences oi' that impact. In some
cases some
indicators are so interwoven into each
other that it is
not possible to differentiate the cause
from the
effect. For example, in thu case of
the drop in livestock
numbers and tho removal of natural
vegetation, ignoring
the drought condition, it is not ensy
to determine
whether overstocking had caused the
deterioratin of
pastures, or the removal or clearance
of vegetation
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by man had, and hence negatively influenced
livestoo.k.
In other cases it is less complex and
consists .ostly
of a pair of factors that have a reciprocal
influencle
on each other svh as migration and change
of occupation
or the low agricultural output and the
drop of incomes
(Fig. IX).
All these indicators share two common
things..
The first
is tbir estimulation, either by the
rainfall
deficiencies that started in the mid-1960's,
or the
construction of Khashn el Girba dan
in 1964. The second
is that all these indicators share a
trend of further
deterioration, except those that have
already approached
the point of total collapse, such as
the drop in live
stock numbers or the loss of the Ke rf
lands caused by
haddam.
A number of physical, economic and political
factors have contributed to cause extensive
ecological
changes in the area which in turn have
led to
significant changes in the loal
economy. The most
influential physical factors are the
arid climate of
the area and the seasonal nature of
the River Atbara.
The pressure to settle the Nubians of
Wadi Halfa and
the absence of any comprehensive pre-scheme
investiga
tion or an appraisal of the "non-economic"
consequenes
of the dan, especially in the downstrean
area, represent
the main political factors behind the
problem. Besides,
the lack of coordination and/ol communication
between
the dam authori ties, the Provincial
authorities and the
local population has also contributed
to accelerate the
.magnitude of the problem.. Economically
it seems that
the relatively poor economic potential
of the area seems
to have made it receive less attention
from both the
Central and Provincial authorities at
that time. More
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over, it seems that when planning the Khashn l Girba
scheme the preservation of t e- envirorinent does not
seem to have been rated high among other "economic"
considerations.
The local authorities' position can so far be
described as only peripheral to flal problem; .ts
interference was very limited and timewise widely
spaced. The role never seems to have exceeded a vision
of sympathy on humantarian grounds which in the end
materialized in some relief operations during the early
1970's. The major reason behind that "neutral" position
seems to be the lack of financial and other resources
that could have been used to alleviate the problem.
The only positive steps were the supply of gome
irr-.gation pumps bj the Ministry of Agriculture in
1976 and the closure of' some areas by the Forestry
Department to protect it,
and this has, in fact, denied
the local population an important source of income.
To describe the position of both the local
population and the local authorities in relation to
the tragic situation of the Lower Atbara, it is only
fair to quote G.F. White "People who feel thempelves
unable to cope with a situation, feel it less severe
than others.,,"
That leaves the question open for research:
What is to be done? or, more precisely, what could be
done now, bearing in mind the financial situation of
both the local and regional authorjtics? How can we

1/ G.F. White, Organizing Scientific Investigation
to deal with Environmento.1 Impacts, in
and Milton J.P. (ed.) O.cit.,
1972.

Farvar M.T.
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revitalize the local economy and recreate its
self
sufficiency? What are the necessary adjustments
that
could be made to rehabilitate the local environment
and return back to it some of its lost properties
and
prevent further degradation? How and to what
extent
can the local people participate in the effort
of
maintaining their environment?
These questions cover a wide spectrum of
activities such as enriching soils, reproducing
and
Protecting tho natural vegetation in order to
check or,
at least, slow down the speed of the spreading
desert.
They also raise the need for two important qualities
that must characterize any scientific Investigation
attempting to deal with the phenomenon. These
are:
a.

the interdiciplinery nature requiring the
involvement of specialists from a number of
fields and the coordination among themselves,
between them and the local authorities, and
between them and the local inhabitants, and at
all stages of the research;

b.

the practicality and realism both in
understanding the problem and in the
recommenda-tions and 'future plans to be
formulated to deal with the probl f, to
move within the financial capacities and
resource base of both the local authorities
and the local population.
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Similar studies so often boil down into a
financial constraint explanation, v.hich in fact reflects
the inability of researchers to come out with practical
and feasible solutions. But there must be a starting
point for any effort, no matter how massive it must bet
Assuredly there are certain things in the degradation
trend that are irreversible, but many others are4
Similaray, Khashm el Girba dam is a fact and is not
possible to be removed, but doing nothing, be it by
expressing unrealistic recommendations, will lead in
the end to the total loss of the area.
Since the
whole Northern Region falls into the lower part of the
main Nile, doing nothing now means to expect the samne
fate now faced by the Lower Atbara.

PART TWO
MONITORING RLPORT
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IRTROLUCTIO N
In this part a summary of the main findings of
the study carried out over the last year is presented.
It represents a testing of the Jypothesis and assertion.
spelled out in part I, regarding environmental degrad
ation in the Lower Atbara. Thus it implies an assess
ment (,f environmental conditions measured by the various
physical, economic and social indicators specified in
part I earlier.
The study was based on a sample survey that
covered 15 villages along the two banks of the River
Atbara. The villages selected on the western side
include El Magran, El Qubba, El Besli, Goz el Halag
and Gersi of Ed Damer Rural Council, and El Abaka,
Marzouqa, Shababit west and Baaluk of Seidon Rural
Council. On the eastern bank the villages selected
were El Hudi, Keneidra, Nukheila, Seidon, Hilgi,
Shababit east ad Salalat.
The sample size was 200 households, representing
about 2.5/ of the total number of households in the
area. This percentage, however, goes down to about
2! when measured by the number of persons. The
difference is caused by the assumption that. the average
number of .persons per household is 10 individuals upon
which the sample size was decided in the first place.
The "ack and/or irreliability of data on
environmental condition's in the area, as well as the
main objectives of monitoring changes that actually
occured made inevitable, the heavy dependence on the
comprehensive questionnaire that was designed to
collect information about the various ecological,

economic and soci:1 changes that occured in the area.
This includes information on the local population, its
ethenic composition, age-sex structure, mobility,
employment situation, economic activities, income
levels anO. the social services provided in the area,
in addition to their perception of enviro~nental
changes, how they raponded to it'and their prediction
or expectation for the future situation. Also the
questionnaire attempted to cover the areas of agricul
ture, livestock, natural pastures and vegetation,
ground and surface water rnd forestry. Furthermore a
sample survey and lab tests were made to know the
quality and potential of the soils of the area. The
data e;:tracted from these questionnaires was tested
and/or supplemented by officia. documents and reports
especially on ground water and forestry.
In what follows the main findings are presented
in different sections despite their strong connections.
In fact these strong connections mdde inevitable some
repetition under various subheadings. Section I and II
are devoted respectively to the description of the
properties and potential of soils and ground water in
the area. Emphasis were laid on ground water because
it sems to be the only option still open as the
River Atbara waters are exploited to irrigate Khasm
el Girba dram and rainfall is negligible in the area.
Section !.I discusse3 the diemographic structure and
how it was influenced by environmental degradation
both socially and economically.
Section IV deals with
the economy oV the area, with emphasis on agriculture
as the major occupation in the area, and how people
responded to the recent drought conditions and the.
effect of the latter on the distribution of incomes
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and living standards of various social groups. The
scale of deterioration of natural pastures and the
effect of that on livestock is discussed in section V.

An account on the deforestation in the area that
was one of the consequences of the erection of the
Khashm el Girba dam and the recent drought that hit
the area, is given in section VI.
The discussion is
centred on the do. forests as the most dominent species
and the highest in its economic value. Section VII
gives an account on the social services provided in
the area. The local inhabitants' perception of the
present state of degradation of their local environ
ment its scale, causes, impact, its future trend, how
to check it Lind their contribution to the effort to
restore the environment, is provided in section VIII.
The third part of the report contains three
major sections. The first summarizes the main changes
that occurred and an assessment of the level of Part
degradation measured by the indicators specified in
One.
In the second a project proposal is drawn out
as an experimental scheme that, if implemented c~uld
participate in alleviating some of the problems in-the
area and present a step towards a balanced and rational
use of resources. And the third sectiLun carries a
list of recommendations that are felt necessary to
apply if the degradation trend is to be reversed.
These recommendations were passed in the end of the
workshop on the Environmental Degradation in the Lower
Atbara and the Possible Alternatives held in June-July
1985.

SECTION

I

SOIL RESOURCES: NATURE AND POTENTIAL
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SECTION I
SOIL RESOURCES:NATURE AND POTENTIAL*
The present situation in the Lower Atbara area
has been aggravated by two main incidences in the.
geographical cycle of the region: the recdnt drought
and the construction of Khasln el Girba dam. These
two incidonces greatly interrupted the normality of
natural conditions which existed more than two decades
ago. Of the various resources affected by malpractices
in

this and similar situations,, soil is the one most
susceptible to deteriorate.
The Geomorphology of the Area:
Geomophologically the area can be divided into
four main landscape divisions:
(1)

Nubian Sandstone:

This is the northern boundary of Lower Atbara
area where the hilly nature of the Nubian sandstone
formations is dominant. The latter is-a sedimentary
rock of varried lithology and textural grades and'
ranging in depth up to 100 m. In the area investigated
the Nubian sandstone formation is highly weathered and:.
dissected by seasonal streams e.g. Wadi el Hudi and
Wadi el Mukabrab. This geological unit is associated
with a minor unit the controvesial Hudi chert. The
This section -is written by Dr. Abbas S. Musa of the
Geography Department, Univer ity of Khartoum, .based
on his paper presented at conference on Environ--'
mental Degradation and Possible Alternatives in the'
Lower Atbara Area, Ed Damer, June 1985.
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Nubian sandstone in the study area is famous by its
aquiferous layers and high potentials of groundwater
have been discovered.
(2) Basement complex Rocks:
These are solid rocks pre-cambrian in. age under
lying the Nubian sandstone formation and other recently
deposited materials. They do not outcrop to the surface
except in the northern - western part of the Lower
Atbara area. Drainage in this part is grea'tly affected
by these rocks due to their prominant relief and
competent structure.
(3)

Alluvial Deposits:

These are the recent deposits of R. Atbara and
the surrounding Wadis forming extensive flood plains.
(4) Sand Dunes:
Those are believed to be the youngest and least
stabilized sediments in the ares occupying the left.
bank of R. Atbara and forming a complex
mine and
interdune zone to the south.
Marphology and genesis of the soils:
Although ther6 8re more than four parent
materials in the area, only two soil orders are
encountered according to U.S soil classification
(three according to FAD classification)..
(a) Entisolsl/(fluvisols and Regosels)
These are recently developed soils from river
alluvium or colluvium (Fluvidols) and sand regosoils.
They are characterized by having undifferentiated
profiles with no horizonation.
_/ Entisols: Us Dept. Agric. soil equivalent to FAD
fluvisols and Regosols.
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*(b) A

Lidsl/
V(Yermosols)
These include soils of
dry land with one or two
horizon at most. The profil)e
contains one Cambic
horizon or an horizon of
accumulated calcium carbonate
or salts or leached clay
(argillic) Ior nilica.
Soil Characteristic s.

A semi-detailed survey for
the soils of the area
was conducted by the Arab
Organization for Agricultur'al
Development early in 1982
at a time vihen the present
crises were just ascalting.
The survey however,
emphasized on agricultural
development without consider
ing future' envio'nental
changes. Other soil surveys
include those of Ayoub (1970).
The present investigation
has in consideration
the past, Present, and future
environmental conditions
-as influencing or being
influenced by the human
activ
ities. Periodical monitoring
is thus of paramount
importance to make a sound
judgement on the 'different
environmental components.
The distribution pattern
of soils in Lower
Atbara follows closely the
geomorphic setting of the
area and its associated
parent materials. Accordingly,
five soil types have been
observed (Fig.lO).
(i) Soilsofu RiVer Atbaia
floodplain:
Those soils occur on flat
to gently undulating
topography extending from
el NuIcheila village eastwards
to el Hagar and Baaluk inclusive.
They are formed from
materials derived from the
Ethiopian plateau. Two series
of soils have been encountered
along this flood plain,
I/ Aridisols: USDA
FAO jermosols.
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dicated by geomorphological vabiation- the old and now
These two ooil series however, have many
terraces.
They both belong to the
characteristics in common.
fluvisols soil order, with deep, perajeable and well
Texture is somewhat variable and
drained top soils.
soils are deeply cracked in some places indicating
montmorillonitic clay composition. Clay content is not
high enough for soils of a flood plain (20-46) at
Salalat, Shabit, el Mukheila and el Besli (See table 9).
The neutral reaction and moderate to high fertility of
these soils rate them high for agricultural purposes.
(ii) Soils of the Nubian Sandstone Erosional
plain (Yernosols)
These occupy the ar i between River Atbara and
Wadi el Mukabrab, Wadi el H{udi extending northwards to
Being colluvial in nature they are
the Red Sea Hills.
stony and gravelly forming extensive desert pavements.
They are well drained, brown in colour, sandy loam
teyfured, calcic, slightly snline, alkaline but non.
(sample 12 north of el Nukheila).

Sodic

(iii) Flat Sandy plain Soils:

(Regosols)

These are soils occurring east of Sidon village
between niver Atbara and Wadi el Hilgi on a flat sandy
plain.

Soils are deep,

permeable,

low in moisture

retentivity, well drained, structureless, sandy loam
in texture, calcic, alkaline, very sodic with (aCo 3
concretions reaching up to 50A (Nachtergaele, 1976).
No soil samples were taken here for the present study.
(iv) Mobile Sand Dunes Soils: (Regosols)
South of River Atbara from Boaluk westwards to
Sidon is an extension of mobile sand dunes formed as a
result of north east and north dry winds. They.are too
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friable and too unstablized to be used for any kind of
Sand content exceeds 90% of? particle
human activity.
sizes and clay content rarely exceeds 1% at the topsoils.

They should be strbliized before they stretch onto
nearby arable lands.
(r) Interdunal plains of the Butana;(Yermosols)
Colth of River Atbara and.yaorging into Butana land
is a complc- interdunal plain with a flat topography
Deep s6ils, moderate
and infrequent sandy undulations.
ly drained, calcic (with dark concretions of calcium
carbonate), clayey loam to clay texture, high salinity
and sodicity characterizes these soil types. Thcy are
often utilized for rain2ed agriculture in good rainy
seasons and for camel grazing. Similar soils occur
along Wadi el Hilgi flood plain with parent materials
derivod frocm adjoining Red Sea Hills.
(vi) Soil Suitabilh.Uy Classification:
Soil suitability depends on the purposes or
goals made by the user. The approach is only recently
applied for the soils of Sudan and Is mainly based on,
the FAO (1976) suitability classification. It is based
on compiling land units approximate values bearing in
mind the needs of the plants (climate, evaporation,
water flow, water retentivity, fertility level,
drainage erosion, topography, salinity, sodicity etc..).
Accordingly lands are divided into two divisions: (a)
suitable for utilization (s) and (b) Not suitable (N).
These two divisions are further classified
according to the degree of limitations which could
hinder maximum utilization. Thus the suiteile soils
are subdivided into classes S1, S2 and S according to
the severity of limitations from nonexistent (S1 ) to
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serve (s 3 ). Sub-classes are made also by showing these
degrees of severity to indicate the specific type or
types of limitations necessary to be remedied before
utilization is made. Not suitable soils are subdivideJ
into N 'and N2 classes (N1 - not suitable at present
and N2 = permanently unsuitable for use).
According to the above classification the five
soils types of the area are evaluated. Table 10
summarizes the soil suitability for the crops normally
grow and adapt,-d to the area climate.
Table 10
Suitability Classification of Lower
Atbara Soils
:River
:
Soil :Atbara
:Category :Flood
:Plain

:
:Erosional IFlat :;Yiobile
:Plain
:Sandy !Sand
:Soils
:Soils :Dunes

:Inter
:dcunal
:plains of
:Butana

Order

S

S

N

N

S

Class

s2

s2

N,

N2

S3

Subclass

S2ow

Se..fw

Suitabi
lity clo.i- High to High to
stfication moderate moderiate

Area

S3wtf
needs perman!- needs
improv ently
irrig
ment
unsuit- 'ation &
quit- able
fertiliz
aiie, for any ati6n
for
use
grazing

120,000 150,000
feddans-feddans

Table 10 shows that there are extensive lands for
agriculturlal purposes varying in the degree of sui tabi
lity. Most of these are very good, suitoble for the
cultivation of most crops that can be grown in this
semi-arid climate ?120,000 feddans). In addition there

are several wide Wadis with extensive agricultural iands
(150,000 feddans).
The utilization of these soils is
hindered howevur by certain limitations e.g. lack of
water (W) erosion (e), topography (t), fertility (f)
and sodicity (s).
It is realized that lack of water (W) is the
common limiting factor to agricultural utilization in
the area and is hence considlered a grave problem which
needs an immediate solution.
The availability of large
quantities of good quality ground water makes agricul
tural development in the area feasible.
This will
facilitate access to more agricultural lands in the
area instead of heavily depending on the riverine lands.
(vii) Soil Erosion and Degradation:
Any incidental ccological imbalance between
climate, soil and vegetation cover associated with land
use pressures could be irreversible unless corrected by
natural processes to help regenerate the normal
physiognomy (Kassas, 1974).
The ultimate result of
such malpractices coupled with drought are what "Ve
currently know as desertification, desert creep or
desert encroachment.
Three controversial schools of thought exist
as to the actual causes of desertification.
These
are (a) the geologicial (b) climratic and (c) human
factors.
It

is

not the aim of this paper to challenge any
of these schools of thought, but it is generally agreed
that whichever causes it one of the drastic results is
the deterioration of soil conditibns.
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It has been -observed however, that these factors
could work sni
r- y or synergistically, but the influence
of any one of them could bo more pronounced than the
others.
In Lower Atbara Area the dual effect of the
prevailing drought ard the, crection of Khashn el Girba
Dam lud to cortain misnracticus at the oxponse of the
formor exLstiig tL-.virormont.
To make life better (in fact tings
worse)
destructive over grazing, wood cutting, uprooting
shrubs, lowering o." water table du(, to increase land
use and burning oil gras;es and trees left the soil
bare-prone to wnd and water erosion.
In the Villages
of Sidon, S31-babit, Sellalat, el Besli and Baaluk and
all along u I-LvCQVr clood plain the effects of such
malpractices arf: apparent.
Of interest here is the
physical side manif.'at~-1 by soil degradation in the
form of soil evosion, ssind movement, dune formation
and o' or j'oz:
Ic a '
3:; ,,ct to be provc-,,n i.e.
Salinity and s ocicity iaid loss of soil fertility.
Before the damn e po tion the flo.-, or River Atbara
was slow qn(I cudurl. obeying all the physical laws
which govern the development ot a river i.e. incision
and d position prevt7iled.
One could easily Judge that
the river was pus-ing n lte
maturity stage
(deposition) incisicn,
Two or three terraces have
been for,.'ilg
i stage jn'o'iding enough Iand
for earlier trocditionvilly irrigated agriculture.
Cultivation of cereals and v.,getables was mainly for
subsistence mrAi h(nce., no sign.ficont changes were
observed cithoe in scil fertility
or crop yields.
The annual lond rf silt enriched the flood plain and
kept it "alive" while the S.mbiotic relationship
between min and his environment ensured a balanced.
ec o syst an o
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Post-dam conditions were however different. The
closure of the dam after floods meant a trickle of
water r6eching the lower reaches of River Atbara. This
was followed by an abrupt decrease in land; incision
and deposition.
When the dam opens its gates the
velocity of the water becomes, more violent and of
course no deposition is expected.
Instead., a difference
in the magnitude of erosion is created i.e. an
accelerated erosion prevails.
This is accompanied by
lateral erosion klocally known an hadam) of the
unconsolidated younger terraces.
This phenomenon is
destructive for the Gerif lands especially on gentle
slopes normally utilized for vegetable growth after
floods.
These geri lands are now completely wipped
out and terraces stand almost vertically 6-8 m above
the river bed.
The older, more consolidated terraces resist
lateral erosion for some time but are of little
use
since they are higher than the river bed and tradition
al irrigation methods are unable to raisc water to
such levels.

Many of the remaining jeri lands have
been abandoned by the peasants because of the lack of
the appropriate means of raising water.
The economic
and social ills
of the drought yeors since 1973 have
aggravated these physical problems.
The consequences
are a substantial loss of fertile topsoils, burial of
fields by losse wind blown silt
haboobs in the area.

and prevalence of

Conclusions:
Lower Atbara has suffered during the last two
decades from drought and shortage of irrigation water
since the construction of Kheshn el Girba dam.
These
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dual factors have upset the natural symbiotic
relation
ship which existed before between man and his
environ
ment.
This meant pressure on 'both human and animal
population in the area.
The inhabitants resorted to
other means of increasing their income by dovn-cutting
dom and other tree species.
Overgrazing of pastures
and uprooting of shrubs and seedlings left the
acil
bare and ready for the agents of erosion to
operate.
From here the wheel of desertification gradually
started to roll.
To solve these problems and restore the environment
to its previous situation, it was necessary
first
to
assess the degree of deterioration which followed.
Lateral erooion ol' flood plain soils and deflation
of
other agricultural lands by wind are two of
the apparent
signs of deterioration attributed to land mi."use
in
the area.
In the present study it was not easy to estimate
quantitatively the magnitude of deterioration
in the
physical and chemical attributes of the land
investi
gated.
This is because samples were collected only
during the last visit to the area late in December
198h.
Trend analysis is not possible in such circumstances
and further monitoring is

required to complete the

picture.
The laboratory analyses showed no indication
of
any serious changes caused by land misuse.
The high
sodicity and alkalinity encountered at certain
sites
e.g. el Besli and el Nukheila are believed to
be
attributed to earlier non-agricultural practices
(salt works) and not to inherent pedogenasis.
The
anomalous alkalinity figures however, call for
concern
if these soils are to be irrigated by groundwater.
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Although it

is

theoretically proved that removal

of topsoils leads to a decline in soil nutrients,
there
is a complete lack of adeguate information needed
to
assess the relationship between crop yield and
soil
response to a particular use and management.
Sound
judgement on this relationship from the present
data
is not possible and the results
should be cautiously
interpreted.
It is clear from what has been mentioned that
the immediate probirn of the area is that of
water
shortage for irrigation purposes and for pasture
away
from the flood plain of Rivex Atbara. The hydrogeologic
al potentials in the area &re confirmed to be
adequate
enough to warrant large scale irrigation by ground
water.
The following recommendatiors

can be considered
if o balanced plant-animal and human relationships
with land is sought in the Lower Atbara:
1.

A mass education in qchools and among peasants
is needed to stop the present land misuse and
to help combat defertification.

2.

A rational exploitation of resources available
is of vital
Importance tc ensure a balanced
environment after studying their potential and
the ways and means of exploiting them.

3.

Green belts are needed to protect agricultural
schemes and it is vital that the forestry
authorities should help in
Pro lect s.

designing these
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4p

A thoruugh teaching of suspected saline soils
is required if they are to bc irrigated by
groundwater.

5.

A Programme of sand dune stablization is
required to protect settlements and agricultural
schemes from encroaching oand.

6.

Further tnoni.orin: off soil response to
particulnr user and management is needed
to make scund judgements on the behaviour of
different soil typos in the Firen.

SECTION
GROUND

II

IA'1R AND ITS POTUTIAI, USE IN
TIE LOWER ATB 1 7IIA
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SECTION II
GROUND WATERAND ITS POTENTIAL USE IN THS

LOWER ATBARA 17

The major problem faced by the Lower Atb'.ra and
the core of the problem. of environmental degradation
is the shortage of both irrigation and drinking water.
This shortage as shown in Part I and will be indicated
elsewhere in this part,
recent drought (drop in
the drop in

was caused partly by the
levels) but mainly by
thc amount of the River Atbara waters
rainfall

p-issing down stream, a trend that started with the
erection of Khashm el Girba dam in 19614.
Over the
last
two decades the River Atbara waters, in addition
to the drop in itb overall amount, especially those
passing down stiream and the ceasing of all small
feeders (Khors and Wadis) in both sides of the lower
part of the river channel, his been charicterized by
significnnt variations in both amounts and times
of flow from one year to another (See Table 11 and
Fig. 31
as well as the change of the channel itself.
Therefore,

ini with the drop in the storage capacity
of the Khashn el Girba din as a result
of siltation
and evaporation,-/'to th extent of not allowing the

utilization of

ll

the agricultural lands of

This Section made grent use of a draft paper by
E.M. Ahmed and M.E. Abdel Rohnan titled
"Ground
Water and its Role in Combating Desertification

in
g/

the Lower Atbara t , (1984).

See H.U. Thimm, Development Projects in Sudan:An
Analysis of their
Performance with Implications
for Rescarch and 1 Training in Arid Land Management,
U.N. University, 1979, p.16.
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Table 11
Annual Dischargeof the River Atbara
1.7o - 1981

:Year
. ear

: No. of,dry:

:months

under 2)

1970

11843.3

2

1971

9222.1

3

1972

5136.4

2

1973

9463.9

2

1974

14411.2

4

1975

18329.8

-

1976

9368.9

1977

12481.8

1978

10159.2

1979

6340.4

1980

11250.8

1981

7910

-

2

:

-fia

:('I )

RIVER ATBAR A DISCHARGE AT KHSHM EL GIRBA DAM 1970-- I8
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77

78

79

80
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Khashn el Girba' S6ht-ne, it is most unlikely that the
water deficit now encountered in the Lower Atbara
could be balanced from the RiVe- Atbara. 'hiaot
giver, the imputus to both th? tudy and ure of the
ground water potential in the area. F :r this reason
in what follows, the discussion will concentrate mainly
on ground water and the possibility of using it for
irrigation.
,Research on ground water, conducted mainly by
the regional autho-ities in the Vater Corporation,
has covered the following areas:
a)

A preliminary survey using the el.ectric
resistance method'in 1.972;

b)

a comprehensive geophsical survey using the
gravity method that covered 88 stationa,
together with the altra-sound method;

c)

the excavation of various production and
observation wells for the hydrogeclogic
studie s;

d)

the construction of an automatic
for the permanent water table at two points
at the western bank of the River Atbara
(El Besli ary Goz el Halag); and

.L)

some experimental studies on the excavated
wells and the analysis of those informations.

l/ Source: The National Water Corporation, Regional
Headquarters, Ed Darner.

 /
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These preliminary studies indicated

the presence

of a good stock of ground water in the area that can
be utiiized
for
icultural
purposes.
In what follows
and in conjunction with the previous section, we present
the main findings of those studies.
The'Basnent Complex rocks covers all the eastern
arca of the Lower Atbara as its
southern boundary
extenu

from Gummaiza village,

87 kilometres southwest

of the Nile-Atbara junction, to Um Shadida and Abu
Dleig on the southern boundaries of the Nile Province
(See Fig. 10 ).
This type of rocks is formed of gruis,
sehist and quartz

that are consolidated in

and poor in

ground water content ex.ept in

th-ir

structure
very

few cases.
On the southern fringes of the Basement Complex,
we find the Nubian formations the most important and
richest in

its

ground

water potential.

It consists
of very small portions of sand and clay and in most
cases free of cement.
For this
reason these formations
are characterized by a high degree of permeability
(10-20%) which qualifies it to be a good ground water
reserve.
The newest formations in

the area,

con,

st mainly
of sand dunes and -lay around the varioas wadis and
streams especi.allr the Nile and the Atbara.
The
thickness of this layer ranges between
These present

an accessible

30 and 70 feet.

source of water for the
use of man and animal as well as for agricultural

purposes.
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Ground water In the area is concentrated primarily
within those permeable sandstone layers or 'the aquifers,
that consist of sandstone, loose sand or gravel and
sometimes in weathered-cracked rocks near rivers and
otbjr water sources.
The study of th6 capacity of wells in the Lower
the area between Shababit on the inter
section.point of longitude 160 57 ' east and lat-itude
340571 north, the Nile-Atbara junction, the area of Wadi
Atbara covered

El N.akabrab at tlh

intersection of longitude 170251
east, and latitude 330 551 north and Um Shadida on
latitude 34025' and longitude 16025!- The main findings
of that study are sumanarized in Table 12.
On the.
b.asis of that it can be said that:
a)

There is

a good ground water reserve in the.

area that can support some agricultural
schemes in the areas of El Besli, Qoz el
Halag, Seidon, Gersl. and Abu Sinoon ranging
between 136,000 and 250,000 gallons/day/feet
under an artizian pressure of between 0.002

to 0.005.
b)

In the area around El Abaka the capacity is
over 40,000 g/m/ft. under a 0.008 artizian
pressure which means the possibility of
establishing some small agricultural schemes.
All these aquifers are fed mainly from the
River Atbara.

c)

In the area between Ed Damer and Wadi El
Makabrab the capacity ranges between 38,000
and 71,000 g/m/ft. which indicates that the
store is a seni-confined one.
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d)

As shown in the table the depth of the
Static Water Level (S.W.L.) range between
20-40 feet near the Nile and the 'River
Atbara and reaches up to 175 feet away from
the river near Um Shadida.

e)

All the wells excavated near or at the land
fault are of a very limited storage capacity
and low in productivity and therefore can
not be used for purposes other than drinking
for man.

The depth of the ground water store, ranges from
20,-_0 feet near the Nile-Atbara junction and gradually
increases to 150 feet. away from the Nile, to 160-360
near 1Vadi el Makabrab and over 500 feet near El Besli.
The Nile and the River Atbara are the two major
feeders to these aquifers.
The Atbara supply is
seasonal in nature which necessitates conducting more
intensive geophysical studies to determine exactly
the impact of the Khashn el Girba dam and the recent
drought on the ground water potential of the whole area.
With regard to the suitability of these purposes
and on the basis of the chemical analysis, it is
proved that it is useful for both human and animal
use and for agriculture as it contains no metal or
salt that could reduce its value.

Locr'tion
N
7920 I-asspio7

Atbara(* )-*8541 Ed Dc,!cr
7517 El :7aabrab
79G1 El Besli

Table 12
Capacity of Ground water wells in the Ioower
Atbura
o..A"icr
:oSctre
e
:Value of:SC
:Co-ordinates: ft.
ft.
:Thi
es:pacing/ft.
S
ness•dla
S. .
.ZI

Lat.17-45
Long.34-0-

Stadiim
Lat.17-25
Long.33-55

25

-

-

--

26
4116

71

20-27

23-69

50-535

23.99

31.75

ft.:

15-50

20-50

35

155

56-

100.36

105-135

262
348
500591
113

50,000

27763.2

7501 El Aba-ka

Lat.17-32
Long. 3
Lat.17-17

7504 Abu Sonoun

LonG.34-24 "
Lat.17-20

39-93

59.20

179
65-110

7902 Goz -I Halag

Long. 34-21
Lat.17-24

24.82

34.82

50-125

25.09

36.00

-

-

10.20



38528
71280

0.13
0.002

136708

0.0005

43824

0.008

20.5

179
65-110 105600

0.0005

8.32

73-118 210680

00004

10.00

250440

0.003

25.00

Long.34-17

7903 Gersi

Lat.17-32

(***)
7506 El Shaobabit

(***)

Long.34-19
Lat.16-57

-

Lon&.34-57
7503 Uim Shadida
Lat.16-25
175 140-180 143-178
Lon-.4..-25
"So,=ee:
. ~~~~~~~~~~~------------n-...
/
---240-320 ------240-306.....

-------------.
*Sourc: E.L.a'hed cmd-IYI.E. A,/Rnahrnan._
(*)
Basement co-mplex at 50ft. near Nile :_iver
bank.
(**)
Atbara (2) in the safl'e location, shown rapid
drawn dowo
Very poor aquifer (dry) Basement Complex
a 40ft.
dt
("*.
Ve-ry poor aifer Lasement Cmle 3 2 0 .
00

8.00
17.5
73.00

..

_
co
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Definition of Terms

Coefficient of Storage (S):
Is the volume of water released from storage
or taken into stoepage per unit of surface area per
unit change in

head dimensionless.

Coefficient of transmissibility of an
aquifer is the rate at which water will
flow through a vertical strip of the

T.

aquifer one foot wide arid the entending
through the full saturated thickness,
under a hydraulic gradient of 1.00 on
100 per cent mea.sured in gallons per day
per foot.
S.W.L. Static Water Level:
Derth to the water before pumping.
D.W.L.

Dynamic Water Level:
The depth to the water after pumping.

Sp.Cap.Specific Capacity:
Measured in gallons per minute per foot,
which is the discharge rate divided by total
draw down.
Aquifer:
Water-bearing formation.
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THE POPULATION OF THE LOWER ATBARA

The Tribal Composition:
According to our simple survey results,
the
Jaaliyin is the largest tribal group, followed
"y tih
R ubutab and Bishariin in Werms of size.
As shown in
Fig. 12 the Jaaliyin occupy the western
part of the
Lower Atbara while the Rubatab occupy the
eastern side.
In

the upper part of the Lo.'er Atbora the Bisharin
mcupy
ost of the western and prts
o ' the eastorn
bank of the riv-r.
Botwee-n th, so two parts we find
KqmaJ.ab in

the west

this middle zone

mid Nifidnb in.the

(See Fig. 12).

Tablc. 17 below provides
ratios of 9il

the

castern part of

somo indicntions on thc.

trib.l

group,- encountered in the survey.
it con not be clsjimed tho:it it rcflects
the
actual figures Cor the simpl, rot son thnt
the study d
not cover oil tho villages.
However

Ti ble 1
TribeL. Comosition of th, Lower Atbara

TT rr i.I b eo

:B
:InnkWestern
(-)

:In
Ba Eeastern:
Lower
k .I .
Atbazr

Jeallyin

66.0

25.5

Bisharin

17.9

.9.1

Rubatab

2.8

39.4

Atbara

-

Kawahla

10.4

R oshaida
iif'i

dab

Othcr triio,.
Total

2.2

47.5
] CO
2

u

.I.0



5.5

0.9

1.1

1.0

-

8.5

4.0

0.9

4-3

2.5

100.0

100.0

100.0

6) :
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From the table the following points can
be made:
I)

The olose locition of the Jaaliyin tribal
homeland as well as th(,, long settled life
they practiced
seem to, be the main reagon bchind the high
proportion
they represent.
2)

The Bisharin represents the largest of the
originally nomadic groups in th2 area and
the' reason
also seems to be the short distance between
their
hoie
land in Butana and the River Atb:.ira and
also then':I
long
association with the river in their seasonal
drive to
it

for water during the dry sea-sons.
s ei]to be the first
among bhe tribal

Furthermcre they

groups to feel
the pinch of' cnvironmental dngradation soon
after the
Khanhm el Girba scheme was established,
as it
expanded
on th,,ir nattural grazing arcas of the Butana.
3)

The amall

tribal

groups such as Rashaida,
Ababda ,ind Kawah.ni arc mostly recent commers
to the
area, driven byv the sever, droughts over
the last
five
years especially in the north-estern
ports of Sudan.
It must b- noted however, that a considerable
number of Bisharin has now completely abandoned
nomad
ism and animal herding and is: engriged in
agriculture
either as fai-ers
or, mostlyr in fact, nr agricultural
labourers.
All thest, covered by the sample of the
Rashaid,: and Abibda are working as casual
agricultural
labourers in the area or in the cloa-,-by
urban centres.

'rho _Age-sex_ Struc ture:
According to the: sample eurvey the Lower
Atboa,
,
area can be described as n ycu.ig society
as some 80y
of the population is under 4O years old
and of these
about

46'. are under 15 years. This moans that people

Fig .12)

/'
''
iiiU
TRIBAL GROUPS

S/

e

-/**

oa"\ .o
,.o* Lb

1.1
S

bdu
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in tne working age Prom both sexes constitute 143; but
of course this does not mean that all of these are
actuclly cimployed.
Regqirding the mqritol status about 3[)'" of adult's
males (over 18 yea,.rs) and 22', of female are not
marriod .which is a 3tr:1)je phe.nomenon by dudane,
rural standards. This is further emphasized by the.
fact that 9') of' males and )45' of 'females o\?er 25 years
old are still single, This reflects the det'eriorating
economic conditions in th. n,,
otmigration of males
as well ns the influence bif irban social habi'ts on
migrants from the orea. This might have been the
reason for tho expansion of polygrimy in the area as
15.?% of mnarried mAle's hivc more than ono wife, while
divorcc: cases aV,- veiy limited and do not exceed i% of
the mar'ied

ponulation.

The overall Malb/Pemule ratio is 96.80 which is
generally balanced.
The malo,/fimale ratio however,
is slightly diff.'t
nt gor the dif'L'er'ent age groups.
According to our- simple re,3lts it is 85.6'r, 95.3ro
and 132.5a r.-pectivly fo ' tha age groups under 15,
15-4.5 and overa.45 years, (See Table 14). This sex
imbalonce and the presence of a high percentage of
urmarricd males reflect i;hc impact of migration.
The overagc fam.ily size is 8 *ersons; per household
but the cconomic dependency ratio is about halC that
figure stcindirk at 4.1 persons." This means that'on
average there is more than one income earner per
household, which indicates tho presence of extended
families in the area.

1 bI

14
00

-_..-sey
structuare,.'it-

stas

andr.Ime fenle

0-4

11.28

11.72

10.85

5-9

13.72

13.12

14.30

ration -rcentz:,
f
i.raritt
status
! '
:
e :
Divorced : 11i
d-owed
:Ratio
by:
~e Gru-:Female:
!--a-le e-arried
:Fer;al.e-: I;--le
:Fiemale: irlc~e :Fema._le:.Age
:
:
L
:
:Grou~
*
11.72 10.85
..
.
.
104.55
o
13.12 14.30
..
.
.
.
.
88.79

10-14
15-19

1.28

14.16

.17
14.14

i3.32
14.18

9.17
13.63

13..32
10.48

.
0.51

3.70

-

20-24

10.09

10.45

9.74

7.77

25-29

7.-27

8.15

6.41

5.48

6.54
2.59

2.68
2.68

3.21
3.82

30-34
35-39

6.58
4.76

6.24
4.59

6.91
4.93

1.91
0.51

1.73
0.12

4.33
4.08

5.06
4.19

0-44
45-49

4.26
4.39

3.1 4.59

5.30
4.19

0.5_
.0.13

-

.

-

2.68
4.46

50-54

3.01

3.19.

2.84

0.26

-

55-59

2.32

2.80

1.85

-

6O and

68

.8

01

Samr1,1

I

Total
M7.1

over

6.89

Total 100.0

.6

a1Ltion
:Fem

6.66

5.18

100.0

100.0

l

0.13

64.33

.

.

-

.

.



0.12
0.25


-

4.44
3.82

-

0 -74

--

-

0.25

2.93

2.59

-

-

2.80

1.48

-

-

7.52

3.08

-

59.93 34.65

35.39

-

.

66.67
96.52
.-

1C3.80
123.03

0.37

S5.50
90.00

-

0.12
0.12

105.88

-



U.25

103.70

-



0.37

146.67

0.25

1.02

1.85

161.91

1.60

1.02

3.03

96.79

53.14

cc

:
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Comparing these results with those of 1978,

shown

in Part One of this report, we c:an note two very strange
changes:
a)

Although the average fai:ily (household)

size

has docreased by about 17- (from 10.5 tc 8
persons),

the economic

dependency ratio

has

risen by about 171 from 3.5 to 4.1 dependent
persons por income earner.
b)

The population

is less balonced in its
sex
structure as the imale/femnlo ratio has dropped

from 99.3-" in

1978 to 96.8 in 1985.

s)me time the

situation became more balanced..

But at the

among the middle age group '(15-45 yaers) :is the
ratio rose from 89.3"C in 1978 to 95._5 in 1985,
despite the fact that this
oge group is the
most infLuenced by migration and is expected

to

be the least balanced.
Although it

is

not easy to come to the actual
reasons behind thece strange phenomena, it cou.d be
explained, in addition to thie natural birth conditlons,
by the following:
1) The influx of relatively large numbers of
population into the area over the last five
years. Various originally nomadic groups such
as Bisharin,

Rashaid-i and Kawalhla has abandoned
or were forced to abandon nomadism as an economic
activity and settle
by the River Atbara undev the
Pressure of severe drought conditions in their
tribal
dars in the easte-rn reFion of Sudon or the
Butana.
These groups are engaged in agriculture
either as farmers or as agricultural labourers and
male migration among them is extremely limited.
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2) Migrtion from the ares in the past
was partial
involving mostly the young mole section
or the
population and for a limited Period
of time, now
it seems to have taken a new form,
that is of the
complete family that intends to settle
for good
in the destination point, as it is
the case for
many families from Lower Atbara now
living in
Ed Darner.
3) The last )xplrnntion is relyated
to our saml).e
itself,
as all resnondents w'7ere males, the
thing that might have obscur . the
situation of
women-living ontheir own or without
a male head
fnily in the area.
Population

'obility

a) Migrtion into the area:
It has been mentioned previously that
until very
recent times the Lower Atbara area
has remained a
marginal area complementing the :±gricultural
activities
along the Nile or the nomadic activities
in the Butana
and the north-eastean parts of Sudan.
This means that an
enormous number of tribal groups made
use of' the area at
certain periods in time and this in
turn makes it
difficult to talk ibout in-coming migration
with a high
level of certainity. However some genralizations
can be
made depending on the sample survey,
whose results are
summarize in Tnble 15 and 16 below.
ProoT, the tables one
can arrive at two facts. These are:
1) That about 95 of the sample population
was born
within the villages they now live in.
Of the
remainder 52; were born in other villages
within
the Lower Atbara and 485 (representing
2.4 of the

Table 15

,lace of Birth and Place of Residence for Loer Atbara

'o9th

_

Age

•eovr

:. roup
i
t.
,n_ ^e:

"At

a--.

of_____
oT-

enc e

o...r
Iorthern
iGroup
•
: Other s: Vill- age :bera
: Northern
Re_
.
i
R gion.cE:
_e

35.98

0.25

-

15.-29

30.35

0.-4

0.51

30-44

14-65

0.57

0.39

45-59

8.13

0.59

0.69

60 and
over

5.88

0.69

94.99

2.63

Other

o

o

0-14

Tot:-:

si

0.18

36.23

:

Abroad

-

27.73

0.98

0.94

1.13

0.63

13.58

0.50

0.32

0.82

0.38

0.18

9.02

0.19

0.26

0.19

0.06

0.38

0.06.

6.70

0.25

0.06

1-94

0.42

93.24

2.07

1.50

-

-

2.13

1.06

Table 16
!W

r

Age.
Ttv-1
iig-nt
u~~t
Poon"
...
o....
t,
.
. e u3 t o

_nts to the Lower Atbara

"

Before:
1960
1

0-14

-0.25

4.93

15-29

112

22.22

3.70

30"44

1.0

19.76

45-59

1.57

60 and
over

!13

Total

5.08

:., 1960-1970

ko

1970-180

After 1980

2.47

2.47

4.95

9.87

3.7I

9.88

6.14

2.47

1.24

30.87

20.99

3.71

3.71

2,47

22.22

14.32
P

4.95

2.47

100.00

49.38

19.75

20.99

-

=-_---=_
.... =_= ....
..-------------------------------------...
.


9.88
. .... .... . ..
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total sample population) were born outside
the Lower Atbara. This indicates how minute
is
2)

migration.into the area (See Table 15).

That about 55% of those who migrated to the
Lower Atbara from other areas, are over 45
years old.
fiso about half of thtm came;into
the ares prior to 19CE and the ratio started
to decline to about 10% after 1980 (Table 16).
In fact most of these labtor group arrived into
the area over the last three..years and all of
them were noamnds in the past.

This restresses the point mentioned earlier that
before t.he: construction of Khaslrn el GirbQ dam and the
drop in rainfall levels over the :last twc decades, the
area.was most attractive to Jaaliyin and Rubatab tribes
especially in the extreme lower parts but recently the
ex-nomadic tribal groups were forced to leave their
homelands to various aroas, including the Lower Atbara,
under the pressures of the expansion of the Khashm el
Girba Schene, drop in rainfall and the deterioration
of natural pastures especially in the (.astern region.
These resulted in large losses of livestock,
drop in incomesi/and in some cases famine.

severe

b) Butmigration
With regard to outmigration,

which is more

re-lective to local conditions and more effective on
its

ecnnomic

and social structures,

we notice that it

/ An indicator of the drop in incomes was found in' the
area in 1984 when ti.e prices of livestock decreased
considerably. Fo-, ex-nple cnmels were sold at a
price of 50 pounds pcr head although its overage
normal market price was ton times that level or even
more.
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has increased considerably over the last few
years.
Sor,,e villages have completely disappeared from
the
mapl/several other were heavily depopulated
such as
Kalaleb, Salalat and most of the villages on
the upper
parts of Seidon Rur-al Council especiallv on
the eastern
bank of the r-ivcr and the nomadic and semi-nomadic
camps arcund Um Shadida in the northern Butana.
It wes previously mentioned that the sex balance
among various age groups does not reflect stability
as
much as it reflect migration of oomplete families
from
the area. This is emphasized by the fact that
28q of
the sanple population reported having one or
more of
their family members now living outside their
home
village.
Furthermore 20% of the have migrated for
some time and returned back to the area.
,
Also the total numbero
of migrants constitute about

55 of the totril numbr of the Lower Atbara population
(See Table 16).
As for the dostinations of these migrants,
shown in Figure 13 , they include:
1) The Eastern Region receiving about 34.0 of
migrants, mainly in Khashm el Girba Scheme,
the mechanized crop production area around
Gedaref and Kassala town.
2) The Nile Province in the Northern Region,
receiving about 29.8% of migrants maInly in
Ed Darner and Atbara towns.
l/

See Part One.

as

Fig.13(a)

DESTINATIONS OF MIGRATION FROM
THE LOWER ATJiARA

,A ro d

L_-_-_

-
fil

Xl ,

f-g.13(b)7

Abar-

Nile Province

MIGRATION INTO THE LOWER ATBARA
1960-1980

Before 1960

$.M.Abdou

7l=
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3) Khartoum,

and it receives about 165 of' migrants.
4) The Lower Atbara Absorbing ih.31 of migronts who
live outside their place of birth.
5) About 8.9%5 of migrants go abroad mainly to
Saudi Arabiq and Kuwait.
Corparing this to the informations about migration
in the past, shovir in Part I, wo find no major change
in the destinations of migrants except for th' increase
in the rati,- of those moving to the neighbouring towns
of Ed Dner and Atbara as *vtll (is the increase in
internal mobility within the area. This latter feature
in fact involvod a south-eaaterly movenent from the
upper to the lower parts of the area where a number of
cooperative ind private pump schemes was established
and attracted labo-r from other areas.
A closer look to the migrants who returned back
ta the area r-'voolcd the following:
a) OvOr 73-' of thjn mIL-rato-d within the last
10 yenrs
b) The nbscncu did not exceed five yeors for
86% of them and it wrs one year or less for
44.61' of them;
c) Over 1.46- practice d this type of migration
more than onc- timc; and
d) Social foctors wre th main reason for
ccming bac4 (.L6.4L!) and the other factors
include lack of jobs or low incomes in tho
areas they moved to.
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When asked about the reasons causing migration
Cor these rEturnecs, the answer of the vast majority
was the deterioration of economic conditions in the
area (59%), followed by unemployment (16.1%), drought
(10.7.) low incomes (5.4L)
9nd lack of essential social
services (5.4%).
These reasons were also the main
detnrminents of th' selected destination.
What emph;.isizes thn significance of environmental
degradntion in thr nreq is the flot thnt 807 of these
migrants were mainly cultivators who lost their ].ands
as a result of haddam or lack of irrigution water. The
rest are ex-nomads who do not nwn irrignted Pgricultural
lands nnd lost the rainf d urea of Butana (6%.) or those
who depended in the past on the River Atbara collecting
floating t.tood (8.') or as fisherimen (2,). Furtherniore
it must be noted that for 571; the move was not only
geogX'aphicaIl but also occupational, the rest continued
to work in the: field of their previous activities.
With regard to future trends of migration it was
found that about 361 of the sample population are
thinking to leave the area, mainly to the sane
destinations that attracted their predecessors. Further
more about 820 of those thinking of migration plan to
move alone while the rest are planning to accompany
their families. The reasons given to migration
included:
a)

Envirornental degradation and deterioration
of natural conditions (54.2%);

b)

the search for work with a regular income

(27.8 0);
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c)

the search for better and for larger
agricultural lands (9.7,);

d)

social reasons (8.31).

However, 98% of those who plan to mrigrate actually
favoured abandonirng the idea if conditions improved
in
the area.
The significance of th-.se facts is that
out-migration from the area will continue as long as
the Present environmental conditions and their socio
economic consocuncc3 prcv-iIA
une2 zcmrotting is done
to check the deterioration and promote socio-economic
development in

the area.
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Agriculture is
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still

the dominent economic

activity

in the are
as indicoted by the proportion of
population engaged in it
(See Table 17). But agriculture
as well as the other economic, activities
practiced in
the area witnessed significent changes over
the last
two decades as a result of environmental changes
in the
area, as it wa-: indicated in part one of
this report
and as will be shown later.
The other economic
activities

include mnual

ture, trade,

work in and] outside agricul
nomadism and animal herding and handi

crafts.
Table 17
The Distribution of Lower Atbar.
Population b Ocuots(19C-i0)

cupntons1
Occupations

1
-

:Rate of increase :
:1985 :or decrease in
:ratio of popul
:ation engaged

:

Agriculture

2

92.0

80.5

- 12.5

Nomadism animal herding
Fishing

2.0

0.5

-75.0

2.0

Zero

-100.0

WNood collection

0.7

Zero

-I00..0

Trade

Zero

5.5

+

Handicrart s

Zero

0.5

+

Manual work
Total

l/ Source:

3.3 l1.O
100.0

+294

100.0

H.A. Abdel Ati, The Impact of Khashm el
Girba D=i on the Western bank of the Lower
Atbara Area, M.Sc. Thesis, Wales University,
1979 and Field Work 1985.
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From thr table above and in
population engaged in

the

t,-rms of the ratios of

various rconomic

activities,

the following changes can be depicted botween 190,. and

198.5;
1.

The r.,ti,
declined

of those evrnged in
by 1.5,6 desit-

agriculture

its

remaining the
activity for the majority of the working
population.
2.

The ratio of nomads dropped by 75,0

3.

Fishing ,on'. wood collection disapeared

4.

Trade and handicrafts emerged
activities

5.

Th,

ratio o.

doublecd bv

in

completely

as new eConomic

the area.
those cngaged in

,lmosL thrjm

manual work was

times.

Comparing these changes to those shown in part
one
(1978-1984), wc find thEt the ratio of the farming
population has infaot incre'nsed mainly at the expence
of nomadism, fiso ing
nd handicrafts.
Furthermore, the
major drop 6c r, s to have'bern in the activities
develoued fi'#m o mrginal or secondary activities
to 19C6-intc major activfties

in

1978,

that
Drior

sucn an hanaii

crafts.
Thcse: chsnges reflbct both th.-.2 impact of' the Khashm
el Girbh
d-m nd the droupht that -afect-d
the area since
the Ito
19&'s.
The blockage of floating wood, for
exaplu,

has lcd thc population to the cutting of wood
from. thn neighbnurhood includijng the dom trees,
thus
uprooting the m.i.n source: Cor hondicrnfts in the
area
(.saf).
Also the drop in the river waters after the
construction of h
dn,x
ero!:icn and tho blockage of
silt
has all contributed to the severe drop in the ratio
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of thosG depending on agriculture for living. But
the
disappearance of natur-, vegetation for those dependent
on handicrofts, th deterioration of pastures and
the
shortage of water Por the nomads (as well as the
expansions

of Khashlm e

Girba scheae) from the one hand
and the impossibility of practisiag fishing and wood
collection from the scdntry
population from the other
hand, has left no option op.n to work oth.. than
agriculture the thing that caused th gradual rise
in
the ratio of the farming population between 1978
and
1985 after th, severe drop exparienoce

between 1964 and

1978.
From the sanple survoy it cnn he said that the
change of occupation is still active in the area
as
indicated by (a) th fact that 28.5" of the working
population over 410 years of age, now practice activities
they wore not practicing in th past, and (b) 301
of
those under 40 ye',s
of ngo practice activities
difilerent
from thoi.r fMhV,' .
It must ba notod that the
direction of change is minly from agriculture and
nomadism towards trade anl manual work. The reosons
for cohanges are either the impossibility of practicing
the original job, mainly for 'nvironmentil
factors, or
the severe drop in _incom. from the previous job.
The Employment
The results

Situation:
of the sa'ypl

survoy indicate that the
ratio of thoso earning incomns, r,-)Zulsr or irre-gular,
constitute 24.40 of the total population. This ratio
represent 38.31;; of the total population over-15
years
old or those in th, working age.
This infact anphasizes
the point made warlien
that on avrage there are about
two income earners pr household in the area.

Howevcr there is enormous variations
between the
two sexes with regord to
nemploymept.Anong women th
lovelof uneplpIymcnt is over 941, compared
to about 13'
for moles. These represent rospuctively
46.2" ar 6.5'
of th totnl finalo nnd miles in
the workipg,agO~c x1ud
iag those enroled in schools. Thi'
means that over
half the population (5.71)
in the working age are
actually unemcyd
(Sc Toble 18).
Chnr.s in
It

-gpiculture:

was rmaticned in

part I

that

the construction

of Khashm Al Girba damn and ths drought
that hit the area
ovur

.he lost

on agricultur(i,

t o dibendos, had its most profound
Offct

th.- mojor
,

,zuthough

cunomic activity in

thu arca.

thc main trend of changre is similir
to that
monitortx! in 1978, scm
important chcapes his been
reported in 1985.1-/In summary
the major changes reported
include:
(a) th? dccrese in thp cultivable
innl and the
nvcr;,ge housphold plot size (SeP
Fig. 14);
(b) the I.o:s of Lerf land under
tle cffect of
(c)

the loan of

atmur land as a result

dro ght;
(d) the fqilurc

of the

to make uo : of the river
thv cuTtivation of migat due to
the

in

thy river wnters amount aM

bed for
changes

time of flow;

and
1/ A marjor aren M changa wns
the responcP of Io1a].
farners to thesw changes w*hich
i2 discussed in a
s.mratn suction below.

PERCENTAGE

F1g.(14)

DISTRIBUTION OF CULTIVATED

AREA

PLOT SIZE (1')80-1985)

60 0

5

50

.40

o_3
20

9%
ocaffs

10

1980

1981

1982

1983

Under 1Feddan
1985
1984

BY

EmrlO7inc..t
:Age grv.-si .

Thable 18
the Lower Atbs,.-a by

Total
Both :,ssFmlspua:Ratio
:soxes
~ss'x_.'m.
tc

15-1"9

22.2

20-24

15.8

25-29

11.4

30.34

10.3

25-39

7.5

Students

_--ed

of
-

3.6

8.7

8.5

5.8

2.7

6.6

8.1

7.8

8.1

0.4

7.7

0.4

0.3

0.1

46.6

6.3

5.1

5.1

-

5.1

0.2

C.1

0.1

54,3

4.8

5.5

6.1

0.6

5.5

-

-

-

41.0

3-9

3.9

-

3.9

-

-

-

47.4

4.2.

4.2

-

4.2

-

-

_

36.8

3.4

3.3

-

3.3

-

-

-

51.4

2.2

2.4

o.1

2.3

-

-

-

50.0

1.5

1.6

0.1

1.5

-

-

-

56.8

4.1

5.8

1.7

4.1

-

_

-

46.4

50.9

49.1

52.7

6.5

46.2

9.1

6.2

2.9

38.3

32.5

31.3

33.6

4.1

29.5

5.8

4.0

1.8

3.5

45-49

6.9

3.5

50-54

4.7

2.5

55-59

3.6

2.2
6.7

Ratio to

total
P=ou=-

63.7
tion

____

,--

Source

by;tioof
-

c

.

12.3

2.5

100.0

S x

.11.3

-6.7

60 &- over 10.8

_I

10.9

40-44

Tots1

situ'-c..ion in

-

-

24.4

-

.. Field work.
o
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(a)

the failure to cultivate the high karu lands
as a r<sult of the high altitude of
r__ /
and the use of snall irrigation pumps in the

ar ea.
These changes have nbviously caused chianges in
the. syst{q of induse and ownrs hip ,nd hionce in
production relations.
In addition to the changes
refered to in part I and comparing the findings of
the
1985 survey to that of 1978, we find the 'following
difference os:
'(a) The' ratio of farner's depending on flood for
cultivation has increised by about 35% while the ratio
of those using svius hac dropped b.y about 95%.
Also
reliance on rairfall has dropped giving way to the use
of diescl pumps (Sece Table 1.9).
Table _Lq.
Distribution oC Farmers
fRatio of Farmers

:

Irrigation

:Flood :Sagia

1978 ()
1985 (:)
Degree of change ( )

Methocd of
Method

:P1Mps

25.0
33.7

10.0
'0.5

64.0
65.3

+34.8

-95.0

+2.0

:.Rain

.1.0
0.5
-50.0.

'(b). With regard -Go ownership, although'in te6ns
of numbers the- retie of private holders is extreemely
high, in terms of arca privately owned land is
generally small.

in fact the ra'tio of private holders

in 1985 is less than that of 1978 by over one tenth
l/ The high intensi-kv of haddam has considerably
raised the bank leval to over 6 metres in som3 areas.
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while land hirers increased by over 31O
and the
communal us. wiich was associated with nomadisia

has

almost disappeared (Tcble 20).
Table 20
Distribution of armers by Type cf
Land Ownerihip
T97M
7/
:
-

:

Year

:

"

:Private:Hired

ZTpeof Holdinp (16)
.
.
. ..
-

' ' :owncrship from Gov.:Landlords:
Farm or s ratio

(19.85)
Degre ..of

51.9

Us

5.7

"41.8

0.6

Change(1964-85)

-24.8 +42.2

+74.2

-80.0

Degree of
chango(1978-85)

-12.8

+31.5

-80.0

1.7

This also rcfl!-ct thc continuation of the trend
of chanbgos th:t started after 1964.

3.5

(c) Th- avarago sizc of holding that dropped
from

tc 3.0 fcddans bf.twuc:n 1 64 an,, 1978, has risen
in
1985 by ovr 421 to 5.0 foddan (Table 21). This
seems
to have 1-uen causod by various reasons such
as
migration and most importantly the oxp'ansion
of land
hiring practic s in th, area that is associated
with
the use of more powerful irrigation pumps
and the
oxcnvation of matarat wells away from the river
banks
by tho bettcr of p.ople. However thy rise
in tho
avarage plot size in foct 3onceels the fact
iUhat over
765 of farmers operate on plots under that
ovarage.
Comparing the 1964-78 period with 1978-85
period, it
can easily bt, dcpicte-4 thnt the medium size-plots
were
i/ This table should b.- read in c'onnuctin
with
tablc 5 in port I.

.
.

:
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generally eroded and for tho first
time it was reported
in 1985 that over 6% operate on
plots under one feddan
in size (See T.able 21).
Table 21
Distribution of Farmers by PLot
Size
: *\Ratio
Pto

'Po
plot

0f'~ .

Farmers

+

Size
..- Iniedcdanp
-edjf

:

73

.

1964

-

6)4.7

15.

12.7

5.2

2.1

3.5

1978

-

70.2

13.5

4-.

7.8

3.7

3.0

8.18 5.03

5.0

1985

6.294 2.14 28.30 10.06

Finallyv it must be notel th:,t
this increcse in the
averoge plot size and incrense
in land hiring in the
area se--m to be stra ely associnted
with the another
phenamoncn, that is the increase
in the use of hired
labour in agriculture.
The ratio of plots relying on
hired, labour (,.s a replac(xnent
for family labour) has
increased slightly fnam 12,0 in
1978 to 12.5,1 in 1985
from an original 7b in 1964.
Migration of males (i.e.
family labour) the presence of
surplus l.bour in some
villages and th': incoming and
settlement of some ex
nomadic groups into the area have
all contributed to the
increase in the use of hired labour.
Farmer' s Resrn
to Ch.2,_ g
According to an agricul.turcj ccnsus
mp.de in 1984
there v;ere 283 swall schemes in
tho area, /considerably
varying in size and the siz3 of
pump used for irrigation
as it is ohown in Table 22 b-low.
In addition to these
there are 72 mabara each irrigating
betweei 5 and 10
I/ Sch.nic as used in thc census
seems
diesel pump as the main irrig.ation to refer to the
macbinery.
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foddans. Altogether an arca of ,bout 10,000
feddans
in total
is annually irriwat. d according to the 198
Consus.l/Thcse relatively -!,rg(areas indicate a
significent dciviatiou Prom the 1964-78 trend refared
to
in part I previously.
It
also imply an increase ,n
the amount of water )availablc Oor iri-igation
in th area,
the thing that raisn
thc. question of how was 'that
increase achioved?
Table 22
No._of.PL.

-

Punp Size
:(Diancter in

inch,.-:?,

1-

11

I/

lm)ber
135

47.7

-

L

134

47.3

1

-

5

4

1.4

1

-

6

6

2.1

8
i0

1

12

2

0.4
0.4
0.7

283

100.0

1Total

the Lower Atbara

1

1_I

Schn. s in

-

1

A.D. El Hnga, Environmentnl Dcgradation in
Loy.'er Atbara and its impact on nrriculturc, the
a
paper presented at the "Environmental
Degradation and Possible Altcrrntives

in Lower

Atbara" Workshop, ed Damner June 1985 (in
2

Arabic)

p. -3. This section has hcvily
r, lied on this
paper for the statistics
and figures given here.

Source: A.E.El Haga, Envirdnmental Degradation in
the Lower Atbara and its
impact on agricultural
Degradaticn and Possible Alt'rnatives in Lower
Atbara" Workshop, ed Damer June 1985 (in Arabic)
p.2.
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It
was mentioned previously that the
major cause
of tho whole probltn was the shortage
in irrigation
water caused either by th,- reduction
in the amount
passing downstream of the River
Atbara or the decrease
in th- duration of its
flow, in addition of course to
the drought that influen-d the
lqnds away from the
rivor.
The immedijte response to

these problems included

(a) the fraiVgmentaticn of the relativel.v
lnr,e
schein.s as indicnitul by the. changes
in th,. typo of pumps
used.
Dicsnl pumps of 3-4" diumetor that
irrigate
no
more than 30 feddans started to
replace the 6-8'
diameter pumps that wcre originally
instnlled along the
river banks,l/
(b) Ch'ng.m in tho crops produccd
(Sea part I);
(c) The decrease in the cultivat(-,d
are.as mainly to
ensure iri'igation throughout the
season; and
(d) the use of Pertilizcrs to compensate
for the
loss of silt
accumulat-d behind the dam.
Beside these and a.s a rftult
of the drought and
the. impossibility of Wadis anrI
rain cultivation, the
ex-nomadic groups, thnt used to
practice these types of
agriculture "d wvith the deteriorati-n
of natural
pastures, wire Corc.d to trsnsfer
therselves into
cultivators.
All these problems and the sevrr
n, ed, especially
with the loss or degi'adation in
all
other non
agricultural sources of income,
farmers were forced to
invent wnys by which thesy managed
to continue cultiv
ntifen with reasonable success.
Those inventions of new
li Ibid.,

P.4.
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ways were mainly in

the field of' irrigation,

with the
of iacking use of thu river waters to
deopite its
short period of flow, and

prime objectives
tb#y. maximuri
finding

al terni.tive sources of irrigotion water other
than the r'.vnr.
The most important of these includc
what is

cal.ed tho' Ir-n nipes method,

emergoncy wells,

maturat, and tr hV
_titoit svstrm and the use of swamps
and inrchcs left b, the- river after it ceass its
regular flow.
1.

The Iron Pipes
),Method:

This a pilot and generslly succ(,ssful idea in
which an iron pipe' (mostly 3 inches in size) is
enforced into the soil to depths roniging between 6 and
1O metros ncar the river bnnk.
When water flows from
the upp-,r end of the pipre, it is dir -ctly attached to
a diesel

pump that punmps

the water to thc fields (See
This idet. drspite th reservations mode by
thu gr'ov-dater
spccinlists,/Vhas in fact saved about
940 feddans of dura from disaster during the winter
Fig.15 c.

season of 1984/85.

This includced

42 pdpes on the eastern

bank and 5 on th,-e xestiorn bank of the Atbra River,
resp ctivcy
irrigating
760 and 180 feddans. 2 1

l_

During tho workshop on Enviroranental. dradotion
in the Lower Atbara and Possible alternatives, sorre
of th- sp-cilists
of' the National Wntt
Corpora
tion has pointed to the fact that (a) most of these
iron pipes nr'
msvill in 5i.ze and h-nce with linitr-'d
capacity for drx;Anr7 water, an] (b) that in some
eases these pipes produce negative results,
especia]!ly vzhun there arc two groundwater taxk-s- on-,
undr].ylnyin
the othe.,
such pipe systa can block
the lower one although it might be larger than the
1upper basin.

2/ A.'. 'El Haga, 0

.,

.. .
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2.

Emergency Wells:
This is

another way for ensuring irrigation
of
the season.
Here a shallow well is
dug and 'ater is pumped out by diesel irrigation
pumps
(Fig.15 b).
The number of those wells totalled 42,30
of which on the ,vest,-rn bank irrigating
about 700
crops throughout

feddhns

and 12 on the eastcrn bank irrigating

240

feddans of durn during the 1984-85.
3.

Matarat:

The use of mntara for irrigation is not
a new
idea in northern Sudan although it might
be of a recent
history in thn Lower Atbara area.
The usd of matarat
wells for irri,
ation has for long been associated with
use of sngE in the region along the Nlile,
as an
ensurance against sudden changes in the
river
level
the damage that might occur.
This is

practiced

and

in

are-as relatively far from
river banks wher,- the river
water is inaccessible
tho capacity of a matara does not exceed
10 feddnns
in most cosos it continues for the whole
year round.
idea herc is similar to the toergency viells
but it

the
and
but
The

differs in

thajt

the pump is

instplled insido the well
close to the water table (See 'ig.15c).
There
are now 82 matera scattered along the two
banks of the
river irrigating
820 feddans of different types of
crops.
itself

4.

Kalatot:

This nn exPensive way of using irrigation
located at relatively
long distances from
it

iq

supposcd

to ir

igate.

This is

water
the fields

dictated by either:

IRRIGATION METHODS INLOWER AtARA
Fig.15(a)

IRON PIPE

.

. j.
.l .

.

.
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ar
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i
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(a)

the changing location of swamps
qnd water
ponds after the river receeds, especially
during the simmer season, from one
year to
another;

(b)

or

the erosion of the riv(,r banks to
the eXtt.nt
of making irriQ,.tion vtrr.
far below the land
to be irrigate.

The main idea is
to help in irrigation

to usc two or more diesel. pumps
of fields
from far distances

horizontally ,uhero one pump feeds
the othir through a
or vrtically
from low to high c.levations.

canal,

(SOe Pig.15 d)
The problem Withi this
method is its
high cost as
it re(quires tho purchs- or use of
more than one pump
and at lcns
doubles the costs of ruol, spare
parts
labour and so on, to iriigatc.
the- same plot.
For this
reason this m.i-thod is gjnt'illly
limitKt
and is not
attcmpt(1 unltess no other rternative
is availoble and
mostly used for a very short period
of time just before
harvest.

5.

Use of
In

Swamps.'

Water:

additi.on to thp various Ways mentioned
abov
v-i-terc aro
also
ubd for irrigation
. i
i
either using ai irri,7ntion machinery,
cultivation of
the swamp ed-tjs Is it rece-.-,dls or
the cultivation of
crops within thc river bed mostly'irrigatr-d
through
human power.
Therc were over 250 Plots dependent
on
this method during the l1,1t9-85 ,cn.
Crops
dep,'ndent on this method art- mostly
millr.t and corn,
that ar(e short iriaturing ,ind do not
require particularly
good soils, or dura to be used as
fodde.r.
ths~stagnenf,

.Al1 these changes of practices indicate
a low
reliance on the river waters and a
strong tendency
towards makingr use of, ground und sub-surface
water for
irrigation. The prospects and viability
of this movo
as sho~n above sr-cl to be thf, only
imiriediate option
open to fnre
in th- ar,a.
Income Lovel agid Distribution:
It is obvious that ,nvironmental changes
on the
scale describ-d nbov, would hav,- teremendous
impact on
th sources o income, itn lv,-], ind
distribution among

varioun social

groups.

Altho1h

various jobs practic.,- by iii:)n
nature of' mo si4

c1

thesr-

h,

the

straddling between

T'eeple and the
malcke it

irr,?gular

dit'cioult to

calculate incomes, sonc , i;iatcs are
prcviden in Trible
23 belv.
The table shows the pircentage distriLution
of hous9hold in tho Lowcr Atbarc by
lev-l of income.
Table 23
Income L,,vl.s in
Income

in

udanese

:_pounds
Undcr 150

the Lower Atbara

1185i

:iastin
:bar2c
7.5

"Weste-n
:bank
10.4

:Lowcer:
: Atbara
9.0

150 -

300

12.8

13,2

13.0

301 -

(bO

16.0

13.2

14.5

31.9
27. 7
4 -3
100.0

2[.5

53.0

28.0
.30.5

100.0

100.0

601 -100
1001 - 3000

ov1 r
Total

0o30 _._

_.o

Yrom th,! table, i"; is clear thai the
average

annual income. Por nvr onr third of thsample
population is cv(r one thousand pound-..
However, it
must be noted that:
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,
selling domestic animals ol' their produts (9.55),
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SECTION V
NATURAL PASTURES AND LIVESTOCK
It was meaLion3d previously that the ratio
of
nomads and semi-nomads in the Lower- Atbara
has declined
substantially over the last two decades.
The main
reason behind that decline was the loss of
livestock as
a result of disease, the shortage of water
and detario
ration of natural pastures.
What made the drop so
severe is the total dependence on natural pastures.
As
a result of the lengthy drought that hit the
area, many
of the nomads and scmi-nomads were transferred
into
culbivators or agricultural labourers by the
side of
the River Atbara. For all these reasons now
we find
that nomadism and nomads in the Lower Atbara
is a season
al phenomenon constituted mainly of tribal
groups moving
towards the river during the dry seasons. Furth,,rmore,
nomadism does not depend on open grazing areas
as it
was the case when rainfall levels were high,
especially
in Butana, but it is heavily concentrated
around the
seasonal Wadis east and west of the River Atbara.
As shown in Fig. 16 below, the tribal groups
that
still
practice nomadism include the Bisharin, Rashaida,
Gihemab and Mirafab in the area east of the
River Atbara,
while on the west we find Khawalda, Rashaida,
Bisharin,
Fadniya, Kawahla, Manasir and Hassaniya.
From the map,
we can emphasize three major trends regarding
the nature
of mobility. These include:
a) That the movement towards the river is
to the dry season;

limited

b) that in the eastern part, concentration
is ground
the seasonal wadis and Ichors such as Wadi el
Hudi,
Hilgi and Amiab i.e. whe-n water and vegetation
are available.
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c)

that west of the Riv'er Atbara, mobility
from

most directions seems to be
directed towards
the inner Butana where rainfall
is high and
the soil is far better than
the one east of' the
River Atbara.
This mc.:ns that thj pres(ncu
or othrwlse of
nomads in th- area reflect
the distribution of pasturcs.
While most of thosc coming
from the east e.g. Bisharin
wor Oe compeled to scttle
down, in the Butana conditions
allowed its
continuation especially in
the central part.
The reason is that, although
other than Wadi el Makabrab
there are no large wadis in
the Butana, the higher rain
fall
levels
and good soil that has formed
some rich
pasturee e.g. Abu Hlglig,
Um Aranib and Migesir, as
well as thr presence of many
wells has helped the
survival of nomadism in the
area.
However, there are

a number of short wadis such as
Wadi Hawad and Wadi
el Gangal near Um ShaCiad and the
even shorter ones
closer to the Nile that include
Wadi Awatib, Aroos,
Karbakan rnd Bagalil.
Also nomads here were helped by
their closer contacts with the
agricultural areas such
as

the Khashn cl Girba Scheiie
and irrigated agriculture
on the Nile banks, where
they use to send their herds
after the harvest season to
feed on the agricultural
residues in a move locally
known as Taa.
Movc-mcnts
some times go very deep into
the southern Butana to
the areas of Basai, Mahawish
and Faragalla.
The concentration of nomads
in the central Butana
has lud to severe competition
and hence conflicts between
them especially for water
and pasture especially in
the northern parts whore rninfall
is low.
Also conflicts
arise between the nomads and
the rainfed cultivators

NOMADIC MOBILITY AROUND THE ATBARA RIVER

Fig. (16)
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who depend on the. wadi
fertile
soils for cultivation.
Recent examples of such conflicts
included the conflict
between "1-9 Jaaliyin (Masalomab)
and Ababda over the
Faki Abdel Manan well, between
Ababda and Bitnhin over
Wadi Abu Harique, and between the
Ahamda and Misiyab
at Wad el Sawad (1982).
These conflicts
in fact
reoccur every yonr especially
when rainfall
is low.
Near the River Atbara, however,
such conflicts are
almost non-existent, for the simElc
reason that nomadic
tribes
no lcngor depend heavily on the
river during
the dry seosons hecause in recent
y ,ars the river
itself
used to dry up during these seasons.
The deterioration of pastures
ond the clearance
of vegetation in the area wer-t.
responsible for the
drop in livestock population whose
concentration around
certti'h areas has also contributed
to the above causes.
The factols
that led to that deterioration
were:
1)

Tho loss oi'

huge treditionl

grazing lands in
the Rutana as a result of' the
eipansion of
Khashm el Girba Sch.imie, which
nt the same time
closed the way to the upper parts
of the River
Atbara and caused the reduction
of the amrount
of water thet goes downstream,

2)

Scarcity of drinking water

Cor man and animal

as tb main source is th, very old shallow
wells
and the few artisan wells in the area.
This
has led to the heavy concentration of
livestock
around these watejr points and
through over
grazing caused desertification.
3)

The clearanco of wood for commercial
and
domestic purposes.
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4)

The increase in the cultivation of the wadi
flood plains thut was in th, past the richest
grazing lands in the Butana.

The problen of overgrazing within Butana was
expressed by Farah (1985) in a mathematical fonsast
(See Fig. 17) in which he concluded that, with regard
to the carrying capocity of pastures around the water
points, th. distance between the three major points
that form the grazing triangle were Z5.8%, 40.6% of
the required

acceptoblo di.3tarn,

(Sec Table 24).

Table 24
Acceptable and Actual Distance Seperating
Water Points in the Northern Butana 117
:Distance seperating water :
(A)
: (1) :(B) a, a:
points (in miles)
Acceptable:Actual:ratio of(A)
Hag Tahir to Gihaid
125.5
45.0
35.8
Hag Tahir to Um Shodida
148.0
60.O
o
iW..6
Gimair to Um Shadida
199.5
30.0
15.0
Between these villages we find three water points
respectively at Shiraisha, Hafir el TUmda and Swail Malik.
The location of these water points, without any regard
to the carrying capacity of the grazing area or the
livestock population dependent on these wells, has been
a major cause of desertification in the arno.
These pressures on the natural pastures were
reflectc< on the livestock population especially over
the last five years (1979-1984) when rainfall deficiency
l/

The table should be read in conjunction with Fig.17.
For a detail.d account see M.H. FParah "The Impact
of Envirounental Deterioration on Natural Pastures"
A paper presented at the Qonference on Environmental
Degradation and Possible Alternatives in the Lower
Atbara, Ed Damer, Juno 1985.

Fig.( 7) OVERGRAZiNG AROUND WATER POINTS IN THE NORTHERN BUTANA
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became a chronic problem.
Some evidence is provided
in Table 25 below, wthere in two years the total live
stock was cut down bxr over 34% which equal 43.6,

when

calculated in animal units.
Table 25
Livestock Numbers and Animal Units in
Lower Atbara Area ('811-198)
_

:: L i v e s t c
u b r L
Type :
1981

:~__

Cattle
Sheep
Goats
Camels
Total

() ::

e t ck N

1 83-84

5705
66259
6L4087
11216

5705
11043
10681
16824

48"77
42775
45366
3376

147267

44253

96394

the

be :

:

?

Decl
( __:__
-!
1 ine
- (2)
:

4877
"7129
7561
5064
24631

14.5
35.4
29.1
69.9

14.5
35.4
29.1
69.9

34.5

43.6

(U) Livestock in nuners

(2) Livestock in animal units.
The decline in nuinbrs and quality of livestock
was also caused by the change in the type of natural
vegetation in the area. Changes in rainfall and
tinperature lrevels his caus(id considerable changes in
the type or shrubs an1 bushes in tho area. These took
the form of:
i/ For the 1981. figures, See Arab Organization for
DevIlopment R"pert.
For the 19P4I. Cir-ures: Taxation Records, Ed Damer
and Seidon Rural Councils. See also M.H. Farah,

Qp.cit., pp-.4-5Note: (a) The 1)314 Pigures should bt taken with
caution as the livestock number are most

likely to be higher in reality then these
figures.

(b) AI'imnil unita are calculated on the basis
oL' cnttle units where 1 unit
6 sheep
6 goats and camels.
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a)

The complete disappenranco, or severe deterio
ration of shrubs wth high nutritional value
for animals such as Um al Beina (Suphorbia
aegytica), Um Asabi and Mulokhiya Bariya
(Corchorus olitorus).

b)

The growth or replacem',nt of' these: species
with
othfrs that are low in nutritional valun
and
someti-nes harmful to animals such ris Half'a
(Anthopiora hochrhe-tt), Urm Shiwika (Hygrophila
spinosa), Snanukk.r (Cnssia ilutica), Maharaib
(CymboTogen proximus),
bracteolata) and Ushr

Kharota (Tephrosia
(Calotropis procera).

c)

The disapaearance of Perennial species such
as Tanom (Paicium turgidum), Gharnz (Abndropogon
gnyen) and Sekran (Dntora spp.).- 

d)

Thu shortening of the length of the plant
and/or i.ts life cycle.

Beside these the chanr;e in climate, especially
tho rise in tcunprature levJl, among others,
lead to:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

1/

Reducing grazing hours;
causing indilgcstion to animals;
reduce th. natural rate of increase; and
reduce

the immunity of livestock against
disease and. epecdemics.2-/

See M.H.
2_Ibid.,

Farah, 9.cit.,

p.11.

pp.6-7.
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Finally the level of veterinary services in the
area is also responsible for the huge losses encountcred
in the area. For example the numbars of livestock
vacinated in 1983 constitutd respectively 55.6%, 2.5%
and a mere 0.5% for cattle,
/
aea I

sheep and goats in the

l/ Source for the number of vaccinated animals, H.
Mekkawi, "A Study on Livestock on the Lower Atbara
Area," A paper prosented to the Envirornmental
Degradation and Possible Alternatives in the Lower
Atbara Conference, Ed Dgner, June 1985, p.2.
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SECTION VI
DEFORESTATION IN THE LOWER AT
Tho River Atbara area contains over 50% of forests
in the Nor them Region.
The don tree represent 90% of
the spncies provelant in the area both in terms
of
number and area occupied. For this reason the Atbara
forests are usually rcferrud to as the dom forests.
That fact in addition to its eccnomid Value and
the
destruction it suffered over the last two decades, 
/
qualify it to be tih centre of rv.search and discussion.
The life cyclo of t he.d_om tree starts wherever
irrigation water is rivoilable for Lt during its
early
stages, ar.d'rirh the minimum l.evel.of soil fertility.
Up td the age oC f6ui
or, five years, the dom tree
produces sa'af whic h is consideopd a valuable diet
for
animals, and of codrse the main raw material for
handi
crafts.
The don tree provides the inhabitants with
firewood up to the ngc of' I8 when it starts bearing
fruits that arc also used for feeding animals,2/and
whsn it is 30 years oldl it provides peopli with
the
building materials (.gi)
whilo the stem is used as
the roof support for' houses (mcro ).Y
l/ See Part Ono.
2/ The fruits of' tho dom tree is believed to have
saved
thousands c,,livns
the ares during the 1888 fanine
that hit the country and caused the death of large
numbers of the poulation. The richness of these
doam
forests during, the 1950s and early 1960's wvs to
the
extent, that enhanced the establishmen b
factory in Atbara town which was closed ofin buttons
the mid-
sixties.
/ See M.H. Hamiad and Q.A. El Mak, "The Development
of
the Dom forests in the Lowe,' Atbara," A paper presented
at the workshop of Environmtntal Degrndation and
Possible Alternatives in th; LoWer Atbara Area,
Ed Darner, Juie 1985, pp.,l--.

1.22

In Part one, the major reoson,, bchinj the doteolor-..
tion of' the dom forests were given. This is indicatod
in Table 2-6 below, by tha ustronomic,[a Increase
in the
prices of the do

tre.

products over the last

two

decndes.

Table 26
Dom and Dorn Products3 Prices in the
Lower Atbarn in d..lecte 1-Years 17

S Item
:

:

Unl
3 f, :PrciTr
.ln
: 1970 :

L -_1 2 :I98

_Dam block

piece

0.35

4.O0

35.00

StM (roof
support)

piece

2.00

6. !)

55.00

picce

0.10

0.40

1.40

Brush mattings
SSa"If

:1

n-903e:
I. 5I0
_
10,000
2,750
1,L0

metre

O.O

10.00

20.00

5,000

Sa'af baskets

piec

0.05

0.20

0.75

1,500

Ropes

piece

0.05

0.15

0.40

800

0.05

Dm

metre
sack

2.5)
1.90

10.00
8.00

20,000
800

fruit

i.00

This indicates the, high dmniand for thesc
products

and reflects th- ,"carcity in rupply caused by that
damage.

In fact the suq)ly of don wood to Ed Daner
and
Atbara towns ha.1 gone down between 1983/84
and 1984/85
by 39: for dorn blocks, 24* for don stnmand by 17' for
firewood.
But tht -jup;ply ot charcoa-l to the two towns,

which consists of' dom and othovt species, has risen
by
about 1.23; (See Table 27),
This again indictes the
deterioration of forc,,,ts and the negnfiv3
nffect of

urbanization on the nnturnl ,.nvironment.

1/ Source: Depcrtmont of Farestry, N'inistrv 6f
Agriculture, Ed Darner.
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a)

b)

The acute econiomic need of the local
Population v.'io found in the dorforests an
alternative to- the loss of income
sources
caused by the construction of the
Khashm el
Girba dam and the drought.
The treatment of don! forosts in
general as a
form of walth rather than a renewable
resource that need to regonex-ate.
For example

the inhabitants used to cut down
immature trees
and the method adopted in cutting
down trees
led to me.sive losso.o,
They iend to burn dovrm
the bottm of' the stem to rarduce
the time and
effort needed to bring it down
and in the
process a large number of young
shoots is
destroyed.
c)

The almost complate absence of
control by
the forestry nuthorities over
these forosts,
A few number of low paid and
old-aged guards
are appointed by the authorities
ns the only
means of control. The absence
of efficient
means of transport, the lack
of incentives and
the physical ability of these
guards and their
lack of' legal power all combined
to that lock
of effective control. iMny laws
and rules were
passed but none was enacted due
to the above
factors. In the past the NWative
Administration
system with the Sheikh, Omda and
Nazir, having
the powe.r to arrest and prosecute,
plus the
financial incentiv,. s, has helped
those forests
be preserved.
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d)

The longitudinal expansion of- those forests
along the river banks and the poor financial
resources of the forestry authorities, and
the 'Regional Government, also contributed
to
that deterioration by hindering regular
visits, r-,;seirch and the revitalization of
these forests.
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SJJTION VII
WC sIAL
SEVICES IN THE AREA
Table 28 below shows the social services now
available in the lower Atbara. it is clear
that none
of these services, other than the dispensaries,
covers
all the area, bearing in mind that the villages
listed
in the table are the main villages that are
supposed
to servo other smaller ones.
Assuming that the total population of the
area is
about 80,000 persons,2/this memns that there
is only
one dressing point for every 6,154I persons
in the area.
This over and above the problems of staff
shortages,
lack of essential equipments and medicines
and the
geographical distribution of these points.
The
situation of schools is not much different.
Taking
the sample population as an indicator, we find
that
about 255' of the total population is between
5 and 14
years old. Assuming that 20" of these are
under 7 years,
the scbool-enrolmcent age, we find that we
have about
16,000 boys and girls elegible for schools.
In reality

I/ This Section is largely based on a paper on
"Population and Environmental

Degradation in the
Lower Atbara" presented by the author to the
Workshop on Environmental Degradation and
Alternatives in the Lower Atbara, Ed Dener,Possible
June,

1985.,

2/ The latest local official estimate is that
the
population of Seidon Rural Council is 27,000
and
Ed Domer Rural Council 47,000.
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the number actually enrolled does not
exceed 30% of
the total elegible.-/
The main reasons "or these acute shortages
are the
Poor financJal situation of' both the
inhabitants and
the Regional Government, poor transport
facilities and
the elongated pattern of the settlements
that arc
supposed to bo served. .The effect of
distance is
clearly reflected in the extremely low
standards of
female education in the ares.
From the table wc also observe the inequality
in
the distribution of these services between
Ed Darner
and Seidon 'Rural Councils (i.e. the eastern
and western
banks.) The closer geographical location
of the western
bank to the regional headquarters (the
provincial
headquarters in the past), sens to have
favoured it
more than Seidon Rurtil Council. Although
the population
of the latter
represent 37%O of the Lower Atbara
population, it has 25% of dilessing points
and artisian
wells, 22% of flour mills and less than
one third of
bakeries and cooperati -s. Also what
has been said
about schools and dressing points applies
to other
services with regard to population pressure
on it and
th;, problems caused by the scattered nature
of settle
ment s.
A very important problem faced by the
local
population with regard to the necessary
social services,
is that related to drinking water. From
our sample
survey result's it appeared that for drinking
water about
_/ The number actually enrolled is exactly
children of both sexes according to the 4,609
official
records, which represent 28.8,..g of total.
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about 72.5% of the population depend on
shallow wells,
14.5% on the river and 13% on artisan
wells. But over
51% of the sample population reported
having problems
with drinking water such as its seasonal
shortages
(74.8%), unhealthy or polluted water (7.8:1)
or it is
too far from settlements (17.40.V
In what follows we disouss the inhabitants'
vision
on the type of' social services they see
necessary for
the rehabilitation and development of' their
villages.
The views exprcssnd in fact and as will
be shown later,
bears a very strong association with the
environmentra.
changos that afrrctrd the area in r,-cont
years.
Water (for both irrigation and drinking)
topped
the list of th2 selected services a3 it
was seen by
3, of' the population to be the most needed,
followed
by schools (22.7' ), health centres (20.8,S),
electricity
(7.9:q),

th(n agricultural cooperatives

(6.4g)

agricultural credit institutions (5.91)
and lastly
agricultural rci-earch institutions (2.9
) (See Fig.
It is clear that the ones rated first are
primarily social services while those rated
last are
of economic nature and arc re]ated to
the main jobs
practiced by most of the inhabitants, i.e.
agriculture.
As shown in Figure 18 below, some difft-rencos
of
opinion wero encountored between the inhabitants
of the
eastern and western banks of' the river.
For exanple
in the eastern bank schools topped the
list, followed
by water and electricity came in a very
advanced
position, compare d to the western bank,
while the things
i_/ Actually about 20:- bf t~ht- population
live over 3 kms
away from the drinking water source.

Fig

C

18)

DEVELOPMENT ESTRUMENTS FOR LC;'¢VER ATBARA
AS PERCEIVED BY THE LOCAL INHABITANTS
1978-1985
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related to agriculture cume botton and none of them
mentioned

roads or veterinary

nrviceo.
The rating
on the west,,rn bank wos gnc-rlly
similar to the
overall picture of th Luwui' Atbara as a whole but
unlike the eastern bank, veterinary services was
considered
electricity

impcrtant

by 6.6% of the population and
cane seventh in the rating and after the

services with economic nature

(See Fig.

Comparing those results
1978,

especially for

was conducted,1)

with those obtained in
the western btink where that study

thc following points anerge:

The severe shortae

of water (for irrigation
and human use) over the last few years mainly
as a result of thVie drop in the amounts of the
River

Atbara waters passing downstrc.m

and the

shortening of the period of' flow. This is
reflected in

the sharp rise in the rating of
water as a service necessary for development,
from the sixth position in

in
2)

1978 to the first

1985;

Despite

the complex problems experienced

in

the area, priority is still given by the
inhabitants to the basic social services
which agoin reflect
in

1/

the scale of suffering

the arca.

See H.A. Abdel Ati, The Impact of Khashm el Girba
Dam on the Western Sido of the Lower Atbara Area,

M.Sc.

Thesis,

University of Wales kSwansea),

1979.
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3)

The contact v.with urban centres and its
effect on the choice of the population,
is indicated by high rating of electricity
in the eastern bank as a result of the
relatively strong contact it maintains
with
Atbara town.

4)

The rating of agricultural cooperatives
declined Crom second position (255)
in 1978
to tne sixth position (6.4h)
in 1985.
The
,reaqonb for that drop seem to be:
a) The failure of the cooperative experience
and meal-practices during the May Regime
as
a result of the politiciz,atin of those
cooperatives and corruption,
b) the fact that the establishment of
agricul
tural schemes under conditions of uncertain
ity about the supply of irrigation water
supply, raises the cost and effort with
no
or low roward,
c) the decrease in the ratio of population
engaged in agriculture and the cultivated
area, Table
d) the poor financial resources of farmers
that hinders the fonnation of capital
to
invosL in cooporatives.

5)

No body in Seidon Rural Council mentioned
veterinnry services as a pre-requisite
for
develoncnt despite thc nomadic background

of the population of the

iroa. This seems to

be caused by the severe reduction in
the
livestock populvition and its economic
value
to the people.

SECTION

VIII

BT'VIRONE ,TAiL DEGRADATION AS PERCEIVED
BY LO AL POPULATION
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SECTION

VIII

~

'PT-1T?t17TVPD-AT

BY LOCAL POP U] A'PTION.

This part depends antircly on the information
collected from the inhabitants of the Lower
Atbara, on
what they think about the causes of degradation,
the

scale of thc probln, the posoibility of checking
that

trend and the steps necessary to achievo
that and

finally their own contribution in the effort
towards
the recreatiation
a more balanced environment.
Over 99,' )f those surveyd belicvo that tha
Lov&,r
Atbara environment hes deteriorated substantially
and
3-5' of them think thot the area has already
pahej.
the Point where any rccovery can take place
or auy
control] can be maintained.
In response to a que:sti~n abcut whether they
have experi nced a drought on the present
scale before,
the answers wiere somewhat diffornt, although
the
majority stresed that the present situation
is the
worst in its effect on the area. About 46.55
of the
population claim to have never witnessed or
heared
about a drought on this scale, 29.5% heared
about it
bud did not experience it, 7.5% experitnc
similer
conditiong once in their life bore,
and only 4.5,1
admitted having experienced similer corzditions
more
than once during their lifetime. These latter
group
seems to be those who used to practie, pastural
nomadisn in the marginal areas of eastern Sudan,
mainly
the Rashtida tribe.
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The same dit'feroncas appeared

again in

th-;

opinions

ahbout the dote or period of' time when thej
witneissed the most severe of drought conditions:
Although lI' of the population believe that drought
conditions continued

for two years, but a great
differeree between the populationo of the eastern and
western] banks was noticed in specifying-dates.
While

55.8,0 of the people in
that the worst droug-rht
about

].,4 cr thse

Scidon Rural Council think
was within the. last
ten years,

on the western bank claim to have

not exporioncd

:1 siml. or drought for morc thn
20
years.
Those dif'erences
c-in be attributed to the
difCerefibno of envircnments and economic ictivities
practiced

by the two rrroups in

the past and at present

as the inswer is

based primarily on the individual' 1
pe-sonal expe'ience.
?or extimple it is known that
the settlcd farmers living by the river bnks started
to f'eel the ch!,nge two orf;hrce years ,)fter the erection
of the Khasluil el Gipba dam with the gradual drop in
thr amount of' wters
passing downstrem as the Khashii
el Girba ocheme started to expand.
But for those who
used to depend on Fishing -ind floating wood collection
the change was I elt
immediately after
th dan was
erected,

while the Buta.na nomads were the latest
to
feel the pressure as n result
of~ho gradual influx of
various groups t:Ward,-, tho Wrter sources in their.
area.
Similerly the. nomads of the north-eastern part
of Sudan and inspite of' their long history of contact
with the Atbara River, their movement and settlement
in

large numbers is

a rccent phenomenon that intensified
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over the last Vew yMr.rs. It must also be noted that
the type el? animuls rvioed was also important in
hast-ning or slowing down the time after whinh thu
pressurc: is felt as for example the sheep herders
of

the Butonn have been bit for' quicker than the camel
herders of oast rn Sudon despite the marginality of
their

natural

fnvirofnent.

With r; gnord to the causes of environnental
degradotion in ths area, 6l, of the surveyed popula
tion b.licve that only notural conditions are
responsible,

3D blync the offecil policies and
local authorities for the esncalntion of the probln,
and the rnnmiing 9J of them uccu:a the people them
selves Vor whot h, pened.
Thoe who blNn,-. natural conditions, Attribute
th.t to rainfall d-fecipncies (72.9'), the drop in
th Rivrr .'tb:sirn water: (?4.l'), chnges in the river
channel nnd detrioration in soil fertility (1.9Q
and the chones in temperatur-, levls
and
plant disease resulting from-thot (1.2).

)niml and

Offecial policies nnd locl
authorities role in
deteriorotion is b.ieved t have been in the form
of
its responsibility about the decision related to the
construction of Kha-sho el
ibo dorm without the
necesspry studies or the provision of economic alter
natives to these ,ffected
(66.41), neglecting the are;
after th-' problem occurred ,nd their negative attitude
towards it (50.2,4) and the poor financial resources
of
the r0ional government that handicapped its effort
in
coping with th- present situntion (3.41).
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Those who believe

that the local Poulation has
contributed to the present degradation are largely
concentrated in the western hank (ed Varner Rural
reprosenting about 175 of its
population.
They
attributeuthat to the commercial clearance of forests
for

firewood and other domestic uses (80.7%), the
expansion of' the cultivnted area and hence the increase
in the demand for irrigation water (16.1%) ard the
overstocking ofi animals beyond the capacity of natural
pa.,tures in

tha

area.

Indic. tors of envirornental'degrsdation in the
area are sunnarized by the population in the drop
in
the river waters (47,),
,-infall
defeciernies (24"),
deterioration of pastur(-s and the vegetation cover

(7.5/)

the decrine in soil

fertility

levels (6.5%)
and the emeasculation of' livestock pojpulation through
disease and food shortages.
The results

of d-gradation for

the local
population were the shrinkage of the cultivated
area
and the drop in production and Productivity and
the
disappearance ur sharp decline in certain tree
and
plant species such as dom (Hyphaena thebais8), sunt
(Acacin

talh (Ac

sy,!).,
tarfa (Tamarix
(Cymbopogon nervntus) and tabas (Scrub)
the presence or increise of other species which

ophylla),
nbd

albidr),
nl

are more drought resistant nnd of low or no value
to
humans and nnimals in the rea such or, usher
(Calotropis procera), halfa (Anthephora hochsfeff),
sastnamk

(Oass--

illutica)

adM and amayoa.

1,36

Environmental degradation also resulted
in the severe
drop in livestcck pqpuletion in the area
due to ';he
shcrtage of water .nd/cr pasture, death
through
dise.se and opedemics, migration from the
area, and
the increase in the intensity of' salo. ider
Booglomic
pressur es.
As for th. personl reaction in the case
of the
continuation of tho prs,-:nt drought conditions
and
water shortages for somcitr.c in the -future,
about 750%
of the samplu population either did not
answer or
hasn't formed an opinion yet, Of the rest
37.7% think
that migration fzrom the area is their would
bo response,''
cu+.ting wood fr,,n ncigbouring forests (11%),
changing
the crops Cu].tivated by using th thirst resistont
and
short-msturing c-ins (7.5,.-), selling livestock
and
domestic animals (6.2o), expanding the cultivated
area irrigated froi!] wells (4.1'0) or abandoning
agriculture to other ec.nbmic activities
(3.3).
Although 76. i'the surveyed population
refused topredict what will happen, with
regard to
drought, in the future for those whn answered
a state
cl'pessinmism scms to dominate their thinking.
About
3I40 of" tho-e who answered tlh- question believe
that
drought conditions are going to lost fcr
ever, 22o
think it Is going tr continue for a very
long time, 24lb
believ.e it to continue for a number of years
and 20'
only predicted its ending within th. coming
three
year a
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Thst Pessimism was repeated again
in response
to a question about the possibJlity
of checking the
present trend of degradation and reviv'I9
: the local
environment.
Of the 761 responded, 16.5, believe
it
.obe:impossible to control the degradation
or reverse
the trend, 65.8/ believe it to be
possible but require
huge costs and efforts from the authorities
ond the
local populatiun and it would take
a very long time
and only 17.8% think it is Pogsible
& d: feasable to
create n more balanced and healtiy
environment in a
relatively short time.
The economic conditions of the local
population
and the limited financial resources
of the Northern
Region as 3 whole on the one hand
and the extersive
dbnage of the natural environment
on the other, to a
large extent ustify those posemistic
views.
About 19.5%? of the' population did
not respond
to the question about the first
step thnit should be
tnken to control the d,"gradntion process
and restore
the local 9nvironment.
For those who answered,
regalating the Clow o-.- the River Atbara
was seen by th
the ma.ority (68.9%) as the first
step towards
rehabilitation, followed by the cultivation
or trees
and regeneration of local forests
(6.8%), and tb use
of more powerful irrigation machinery
(3.5%).
Other
answers included the education of local
population and
raising the level of enviro.nlental
awareness among them,
control of human and animal disease,
making use of
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ground water available in

the area for agricultural

puposes,

th. reclamation and use of Karu lands and
about 0.6% of them see emigration as the most urgent
step to be taken.

Questioning th(- local contribution and
participation in the effort to restore the local
environment, over 90:;%of the sample population showed
the willingness and enthusiasm
participation

to the idea.

took various forms

manual labour for

That

such as providing

any peniod oi' time

(72.5%),

financial

assistance (16.5 , ) and 4.5-3 of them promised to accept
any decisions that
ment,

-:n

but about 57

of participation.
acceptarce

help restore the local environ

showed

their objecticn to any kind

Trying to test

the degree

of

of decipions that could be unpleasing :Jut

necessary for the restoration of
number of' options were put for
choose from.

local

environment,

a

the respondent to

The reaults are summarized

in

Table(2).

Table 29
The Level of
'cceptance by the Local
Pr:ulation of Otions
Designed to Restore
Th'-, Locnl Environment
*

:Eastern:Western:Lower
_

:Bank

_:Bank

Reducing Cultivated area

:Atbara:

8.9

8.3

8.1

methods

7.1

16.7

12.5

Changing the crop cultivated

9.8

10.4

10.2

the number of livestock 4.5

5.6

5.1

26.4

41.4

Changing the Cultivation

Reducinr

Replant & maintain trees
Emigration from thz

No idea

area

6o.7
8.9
-

100.0

6.9

7.8

25.7

14.5

100.0

100.0
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PART THREE
CONCi u:lION
In'concluding this study foux major points need to
be stressed.
The fir.t
is that most of the indicators
of degradation, mentiened in ,?art One, have been proved
to be reaLl,

thou,-h at vrious degrees of influence. The
second point is that, the local peo ic scor to have
mnana{gcd, throu .-h vari. vs mcasur,.:s of adp.tation and chamne
of beh;viour, to ensure -a mninimu level of surviva !.
However,

somc., of i.he. ch'.nges of behivi. vx .re more dai.;i.
to the environment in the long term.
The third and mos-;
iiuportant ,,oint is ti-t
it see'.s to be the high ti le for
doing something or ]ooqing, the aror Jor good as a habit,"able
area.

The fourth felat,

which is

c.os,-!ly lin-ed to the
third one is the strong need for a cor.,prehensive vision to
all environiental aspects together and the need for an
inter iscip11inary ap-ro ach in tockling- it and planning
alead, if a bralanced environment is the objective.
A)

With regard to the first
point it is clear that most
of the indicators w,.re confirmed by the stucy.
Among Chcs.
a.e the following:
1.

The area has been depopui~l od in spite of its
receival of various ex-numi,.dic g'rovos. According
to 1973 unpublished census fi,--res, the Lower
Atba:ra Arca, the population growth rate was 0,06 .
co;.-,;.red to 3.09/ in 1955/56.
During the same
period,

tc

nejghb'-uring towins of Ed Drner and
Atbara, respectively recorded an increase of
3.397c and 6.5%.
it is lanown that these two
towns received a l .rge number cf the Lower Atb,.ra
migrants.

' V1
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2. Water shortaes cre acute CalonC the river
Atbara for both airic-L_tvxc and humans. However,
as has been shown in the tex't, "neople are more
and more do.eending on ,'roL,.nd water instead of the
River Atbc.'a.
3. Soil fert).iW;y level in the are,-s under cu].tivation
has recorded a drop caused by its lac!k of the
regcner'-ticn maintained in the past by the river
sup- ly of -i].t, its over use, or the
annl
cu:ltivetion of areas with low fcrrtility, away
from the river b:.zkcs, depending on grotud water.
4. The enoc-:iouF, deforestation of the area, in response
to the los3 of the other means of making a living
inc" *.dInZ the p-:'eserverI forests. This was also
influenced by the astrono;:;ic.cal price rise of
forest products over the l
Ost
decade.
5. The drought conditions has influenced more severely
the natural pa'iturec of r.m north-eastern )arts
of 3udan and, *to a lesser degree, those of the
orthern Butana. This ha: its repurcussions on
the Lower Atbara as it led. to the movement of largf{e
numbers of hvrman and .ni,-al. population into the
area, in search of water and pasture.
Dhe press.ro
on the limited pastures of the area has led to the
destruzction of locc°1 ;,.strros, and in fact,
contributud to the deforestation of the area.
This hLac its influence, on the livestock wealth
in the area .elding, to a drop in its numbers,
(:ua]ity and prices.
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6. The shrinJkase of cultivable land has naturally
ca-aused tho dccline in the ag7ricultural output
and led to the Luidercpl(oyment of the labour
forde of its absolute unemployncnt.
The s.u :e
resulted fro. the clearance of the dom forests
in

the

xe:ar.

7. The cro iin

systel-; hars changed in that it is
now totally irrigated, limited to one season
and the r.t.o of land under thirst-resi.-tant
and short aturing cro-) .;,t-ted to increase.

How-,;ver, soiic of the indicators used in Part One
were not thxrog,,h2 y confirmCe. or the change e:xperienced
was not in the scale prviou 2.y stated. Among these we
find that:
1.

The change:c of occultation see;:, to have slowed
down in intencity and :i is genrally towards,
rat;her awar 'roim agrici-..tvurally, and this is
particularly true for the cx-nomadic groups
that moved( recently into the area.

2. Although the overall moile/fe!-iale ratio is more
b.alanced than it was in 1978, it is less b-lanced
for thr? middle-ag-,e groups.
Besides, mari,ge
rates have picked up, accor'.ing to the local
po-ul..htion, and this i: .robably linked to the
phenomenon of males temporary migration.
3. Deslite the heterogonity of popula,,tion, no
conflicts were reported among the riverj.e
po'jalction. However, sonre conT icts did take
place betwcn some nomtadic tribes over the water
points of ths northern Butana.
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4.

Although income levels has dro.p-ed in relative
terms coi. areft to the cost of living, in their
absolute tery.-s they have actually iisen consider
ably for a large proportion of the poit:lation.

B)

The responses of peo'.le and the ways by which they
adapted their life to the chaonging circunstances in the
area involvol cht.n-os in their ways of doing things and
inventing new ways.

This is

reflected most clearly in
their 'vcys of utilizing irrigation water, the resource
that is scare most. F'*r em.le,
the use of Kalatot
represent -n ex:iansion of the ability to transfer
irri.-ation water for lar,-:er distances, while the
cultivation of dukhn on the river bed minimi-ze the risk
of failure, as its
.aoer requirement is 2ess than dura
and mlost other crop>s.

On the other hand,

pjeople made

possible the irri;ation of relatively large areas away
from the river b>rL, thr-ugh the qxI72oita.tion of ground
water potential in

the area using the iron pipe and other

methods described in the text.
Although s4o;.,C of these
innovations
.ve their shortcom-ings, still
it has the
advanta,',es of indica-ting the humian ability in its abst'ract
context and within the lir.its and constra.ints of the
technolo7y a-r:.ilable,. to resist the effects of the
drouwht.

Furthrmore,

this mi-rht also indicate the
strong a.tachlment to the land, a factor that must be
considered when ex)':r.aining tnigration and human mobility
in general.
Finally, these ways of response might also
have indicated the direction which research and future
IA .tnning should take.
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I.

A PROJoCT PROPOSAL FOR TH.E REHfkILITAT ION
A]'D DE ELOPNI, ?NI ON THE LOWER-ATBARA AREA:
The construction of' Khashm el Girba d:-m and the
defeciencies in rainfall levels over the last two deca
decades has caused the severe shortage of irrigation
water and in som, areas that of drinking water. The
consequences of thst were enormous and reflected in
the follcving:
1.

tb

shrinkage of' the cultivated area mainly
due to the shortage of wter erosion and
covFving of agricultura] land with sand, both
on the river Atbara banks Pnd on the wadis
east and west of it.

2.

the drop in

livestock numbers and deteriora

tion of its quality.

3.

the clearance of *-xtensive forest areas to
compensati, for the loss o1 wood th-it was
annunlly brought by the River from the
Ethiopinn plateau prior to the construction
of the dam.
Also influencial here was the
overgrazing of the area that was caused by the

intrusion of various nomadic gr6tips from
Northern But&na and east of the River Atbara
into the area to live a settled or semi
settled life, thus exceeding the carrying
capacity of the local Pastures.
For the local population thrse changes led to:
a)

a real drop in the income l'vels
the standard of living.

and hence
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b)

the spread of unem-ployment and more seriously
large scale undar-employment among males.

c)

outmigration flom there.,
.social consequen ces.

d)

the spread oV'.an attitude of' despair, loss of
hope, and even in some areas, the loss of' self
c o n f id enc ,

with its concomitant

The ob.jcjt ies
of reny plen targeted to alleviate
these probl:-ri Lind promot sCme econiomic development
in the areo should be:
1.

To stablize thn populaticn through the
creation of a durable economic base vdtb the
potential for further expansion.

2.

Water supply Cor both human use and irrigation.

3.

The expansion of agricultural land via the

incresr in water supply, and it might also
requir the cultivaticn of some "enclosed"
forests.
4.

The inclusion of live'stock in tho agricultural
cycle.

5.

The revival of' natural vegetation, not only to
maintain a source of income and fire wood but
also to :void Lurthino

dugradation of agricultur

al lands ind combat desertification,

6.

and

'The impi'ovcinent of the region's economy to raise
th. living standard in

the long turn.
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The Selection o) the Project AreaWith regard tr the impact ef the dam and the
drought on the area it can be said that it was almost
equal on all vi]la7es both e:.st and west of the river
except those close to the river junmction wihh the
main Nile, (uch ns Elmogran and El Hudi), as the
inhabitants are mostly involved in urban Jobs mostly i,
in Atbara town. And it i3 infact the least
infltenced by outmigrntion and even experienced some
incominp, migration. On the other hand the impact of
the drought was more severly felt in the areas where
nomadism and ltvestock'.heuing were the ma.n
occupations, i.e. the areas of G 13i
Shtbabit and
Baaluk'on Ahe western bank and Seidon Rurt)l Council
in the east. Besiles, some areas on eastern bank has
exP-rienced an acute s7hortage cf drinking water.
These areas are underlain !iy the Basement Complex
rocks, an.hencc heavily dependent"on the shallow
wells, thot were in the past annually fed from the
anall strenms that u:ed to flow towards the river
(e.g. Wadi al Hilgi aFin Khor Pnab).
These streams
have now ceased t-o I.lov; causing some of' these wells
to dry up and put more pressure on the existing water
sources espa,,cially du.ring the dry season when the
river bed dries up.
The Selection of the Project Site:

Bearing -ll the above in mind and the information
so far available, two areos or alternatives can be
nomimated for a comprehensive prnject to be located
with the miniinuln cost £rhithe maximum economic and
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social benefits for the whole area.
The two areas
are:
(1) El Hilgi area on the eastern bank (Seidon
Rural Council)
(2) El Besli on the western bank (Ed Darner Rural
Couticil).
The Criteria for Selection of the two areas:
1.

Administratively both lie in ensy access to the
different Regional Government departments as the
project is supposed to combinethe official know
-how

and local participation where coordination
and coope%,ration is vital at least in tht initial
stages.

2.

Both areas enjoy a relatively large agricultural
land anO hence can afford a nuber of farmers
above the inhabitants 6f the village or the
sheikhship itself.
Besid.s nearly all the land
is governmental land, thus no compensation
Problems or social conLlict problems are forseen.
It must be notd, howevcy, that the determination
of plot size should be decided upon the arable
area that to be irrigated (being dependent on
ground wnter) cnd it must include farmers.
represcntatives of all sheithships.

3.

The aviilability of already du); wells in El
Besli and thc stronn indicators of ground water
availability in El Hilgi area. Irrigation
however cqn depend partially on the river waters
for th early part of vwnta:r seoson and on ground
water for th. resi of the year to reduce the
pressure on it.
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4.

The impression given by all those recently
interviewod, that they arp. willing to
part!'cipate financia.ly, manually and accept
some form of representation if a project is
located outside their homc-village as a
starting point.

The selection of the project area can therefore
be decided upon the following:,
1. the availibility of irrigation water
2.

the :availPbility of cultiv5ble land

3. the cvailability and the interest in the
proje,.ct oC the local inhabitants.
With regard to tb third iteu, it is clear from the
studies made that the population characteristics are
similer, all of theAn shar.? the interest in the project
and
he; willingness to accept sharing the benefits of
the proje~t among all the villages throughsome form of
representation in the allotment of plots.
Zl Basli area has the advantage of having a ground
water poteintial thut has been tested and there are
threc unused artisan wells with capacities of 1400,
7,000 ad 14,400 gallons that were excavated over the
last decade, at a relatively shallow depthes of 20,
25 earl 20.27 respectively. The ,thickness of the
water tnble range,3 between 15.3 and 54.3 metres, and
E~t Qoz el Halag, close to it, between 27.9 and 37.8
metres. 1/ But although the cultivable land at El Basli
%s good and close to the river bank, it is very small
whez, compared with the land available on the eastern
bnnk in Wadi el. Hilgi.
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34

Wadi el Hilgi is located between longitudes
- 34°45 east and latitudes 17015f and 17°241N.

018'

It is an alluvial plain that forms a triangle
with
it s head towards Atbara town. It expands for
18
kilometres from the river 'tbara eastwaerds near
the
village of Seldon and in its (a,sterii end it is
joined
by various tributeries
all covered

such

ts Um Seyala

with the alluvial

cultivable land area is
area between Kereidra

about

soils.

and Abu Adar

The total

1.5,000 fer-dans in

the

f,
nd 31 Gezeira.-I/

In respect to all the abov,-, the land surveys
that were made and the suggestions of the local
inhabitants ond if
thp grownd water proved sufficient
at El Hilgi,

nd in

suggest that,

it

fact there

ire many indicators
becomes more sound to lccst= the

project there. The reasons irr:
1.
The land now nvilable
is larger in
hence can support more ropulation.
2.

size and

The poten' ial

for fuau:re expansion within tho
protected forests
which the local population
claim to be unde-lain by a large surface of
ground wator potential.

3.

That expansion in fact, contrary to commrnon
belief, can be the most *effective device for
the protection or thise forests, as ita
supervision and control will take the form of
personal responsibility of the farmer who
cultivate that particular

1/

Ipid., p.38.

plot.

to
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4.

This elso make easier the ernlusion of
th, . cycle to depend on natural
vegetation for some part and on the cultivated

livestock

ii

ar e a.
5.

1,oat of' thce lanid is

registered under the

gove'nmen t ovniershtp and hence a m.nimum level
of conflict and disagrecment is to be expected.
Project Iha - racteristics:
1.

Being- a pilot project and the
by thio avuilability

-nd future prospects of

wator potential,

groury

size limited by

thc;

project

should not

involve any displacement of population
could be attained via th,

and this

proposed representation

systemi of tennnts.
2,

Plot size and nu::ber of units are
out on the batsis

and its w-ter requirement,
of soil,

to be worked

of the crops to be cultivated
level of fer'tility

housthold economic return and as the
mainly the shortage of water

prblcri no.' is
rather
can be

t'hrin land,

the present averagre holding
an indicator arl should be exceeded and if

possiblr
:.

doubled.

The concentration on food crops production
within tho central areas, mainly dura ard
dukhn, to make use of the past experience of
the population,

rnd to cnsure sufficient

of animal

supoly

f'odd-r for the livestock raised.
Diversification of' production can be a oecond
step in

the future.

V,'

'a

il

e'

!..

Vde

L~~he, procduc t ion -o2 'winrff
and/e 'Summner fo dde
,-'crops on the outer Zoane~O' irrigated, area t~

'V

he ssof dro p in water output and

gradually involve livestock in th
cycle.
-. 1' tcl'io

a rjcultural

.f
new livestock

breeds ase
frt..
st ep in improving livest6ck production'
and

.•

" encouraging fotening nd.diary sch~nes in
the
area. A' sin,ila
xpi ,ncde has been conducted in..

order ;villa ges, fizianced by'tho' Agricultural
Bank 7and cooperative
,ocietie.3 and.se..

.

: ....
,.

t

e

.

..

~, going well-under the supervision of the veterina-ry
..
cesdepnrtm nt at. Ed
.
mer. An attempt was
made at Gangari village and the Project 'is

*....

1,

aupposed to takeoff next season and can'
be t 'ken
as a.test or experimental proJect before

*i.:-:

-

,

6.

"..
..

ileml~enting it.
Tofacilitate thp formation of cooperatives,'.'
ai- id (n that 1-ups al ready proved'slideesafu. in
the area (i'.e. Nukheila and Gangari),
iaGd :,
ensure the local population 'ontrib

*basic

tion

-±

tvtothe

cr';pital no matter hpw small tht, bontribu
is .

,

.

.

.

7. 'Do try to minimize the us br hired labour
in
order,'to :block absenteism and' reduce migration
and thepracti'se of off farm time consuming jobs3.
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forests and providing the means of Protecting
them e.g. through incentives for forest guards

i.c. in2ceasing s0ilaries.
Economic Justification:
1.

The creation of
1 integrated and balanced
economic base and improvements ol? local incomes.

2.

Strengthening the traditional aconomy by
fitt'ng the project into the existing system.

3.

Regaining full

4.

Production of cormodities badly needed not only
in the area but also in neighbouring areas (dura,
fodder, milk and me.it).

5.

Building up of a taxation system at the council
levl
through which and the improvement of local
incomes, the self h:?lp financed social services
can bt& provided and sustained.

employment in

the parts of the
area that now experience over 2/3rds of the
year as a slack season.

Social Justification:
1.
Raising the accessibility of social services
(health and education) for the local population
making use of the concentration of population
at one location plus the likelihood that some
of the ,axtra incomes that is generated could
bc. syphared into the service sector.
2.

The creation of o homogoncous group of population
from various tribal Groups in the area who are
bound by the sa-me e-conomic activity and,
probably, settlement.
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3.

Rendressing the sex imbrilances, that was
disturbed by the tendency of young males to
migrate outside the area or the financial
inabilities for some to get married, through
The incrcase in income levels and stable job
opportunities in

4.

The project

the area.

as a comprehensive one Will

act

against the currently spreading spirit of
despniv and fatalism among the population.
Environmental Justi ficntion:
1. Checkinr the presnt trend of environmental
degradation, combating desertification and
2.

3.

restoring the vegotation cover in the area.
Minimizing the economic and social impact of
natural, hazards in tho area.
Enhancing enviroinmental awareness and community
education among tha. local population and the
officials concerJ
with the implementation
and managemcnt of the project.

4.

The project allows an opportunity for th
coordination of effort by all government
departments whose interests sometimes are
conflicting, into onc body concerned with
the restoration of balance to a rural
environment.

Components:
1.
Land survey,

pr,:paration and sllottment into
farming units.
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2.

The completion of the studies started on
ground water potenti.l sond the excavation of
a number of shallow and artisan w,.lls in the
area.

3.

The purchase of agricultlural implmlents.

4.

The Procurutient of se.:ds, f'rtilizers
and the
neccssary know-how at least at th! initial
stage s.

5.

Thc dI-n

6.

The, dcv lonmient of' nursari-s in

7.

The. crc.tion of 'in administrative body and
the rocruitm.,nt of locl
st.ff.

8.

The purchrsc of v number of irrigation p' mlps.

9.

Possiblv, th-2 construction of hcfir-like
concrete bosins to store the river wator

nnd cr:ct!on of an irrigation

for the- dry so~ison.

Cost:
The cost of the above items

syste4n.

the area.

APPENDIX

II

THE 17IORKSIIO) ON ENV.I,-'O.'1:ENTI',L DEGILDATION ~D
P0331lL7 liLT--2iITIVEl3 IN T12*1: LOWER AAAAAREA 
(NILE

PROVINCE)

(List of Rocommndations)
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APPENDIX

II

THE WORKSHOP ON ER'WIRONMENT'IL
DEGRADATION IAND PCSIL - AENTIvi
THE LOVIII

ATB.,RA .RA-NILE

I

PRO VI.CE

LIST OF ROlGJI',MMATIONS

General:
1. Declaring the Lower Atbsra a national problem
area and as sich addressing the problem of
environmL ntal degradation qs a national one since

it

reresent the first defence line of the arens

of the

heavy concentration of economic

activities

in the country.
2.

The setting; up of a High Regionrl Committee
for
the Rchobilitnticn -nr Developmr-nt of' the
Lower
Atbarn ,rea, with sufficicnt executive Power
to
help it achiev its
objectives.
The Committee

should:
a) investi[gate the means

ind methods of

promoting investment in the area.
b) follow up thc, imploment itjon of' the workshop
recommendations,

and

c) coordinatE, the efforts of' 61-1 the bodies rind
government departments concerned with the
problem.
3.

The implementation of thoi project proposed
during the workshop (Paper 12), as cn experimental
pilot

schemb and if

successful to spread the idea
to other villnges where the basic requirements
are
present.
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4. The l~gislition and cnforccm(.nt of the laws
and. local orders necessary to protect
the
locnl environment via the r'itional use
of its
n turn]. resources.
5. Spreading the idea of environmentnl
awareness
throlkh offecial and public channtls
throughout
the northern region.
Special attention is to be
paid to th, education of local inhabitants
to
stop the present land misuse in the area.
6.

Intensilying t1i. media coverage of'
the scale

of environmental deterioration and its
consequences both at the national and

internation
al levels.
7T.The promotion ol local rural industries
in the
area to lessen thp, depsndence on agriculture
and contribute to raise thFP standard
of living
in the area.
8. Vlorking towards tb formation of a
deta bank
for thr, area to hela .ttract local and
foreign
investment in.;o the area.

:

B. Water:
9.

Contoctinp, thc Khashm -l Girba Dam
authorities

to investigate the possibilities of releasing
moro water to pass down-st:.eam and regulate
its
dischar re in a way that makes possibl,
its use
dovin-stream for longer periods.

IYK
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10.

To maximize the use of the flood waters by:
a) changing the cropping system
b) increasing the pumping capacity in the
area (larger pumps)
c) using the spray and drops syst.m of
irrigation
d) Storing water in concrete basin to be
build in areas especially where livestock
is concentrated.

11.

e)

The reopening of areas thot was usually

covered by tho flood waters in the past

.
river feeders) in the areas of
Gersi, Hilgi and Cezeira, in coordination
between offecial and public efforts to
allow th, maximum us
of the river waters.
11.

The exoloitation of the unsused ground water
wells in the area to irrigate
the pilot
agricultural

schaee.

12. To sp::cd up the implementation of' all
pro j,-cts
approved by the National Water Corporation
such as the completion of thc netwvork in
Agaga village.
13.

Um

The ccnstruction of small barrages on the
wadis that flow into the river Atbnra such
as
Wadi El Hudi and Abu Adar.

14. Carrying out n comprehensive hydrological
study in

the Lower Atbara Area to complete- the
geo-physic al, hydrogr.ological and hydrochemical
survey that has alreody been started in order
to assess the location and capacity of the
ground
water reservoir -ind thp suitability
of its
water
for agriculture and hc-nce decide on the location
of the proposed agricultural schemes.
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.15.:The individuals (inhabitants) should
stop the
diggin* of unplanned irrigation wells
(matarpt)
and work in cooperation vrith National
WAter
Corporation to decide on th" location
of wells
and b lrance betwen tho capacity or the
well

and th; cultiv'ted arer'
16. Thu} a;vovision of cn.y smal! excavatibn
machine
to help, diC' some terporary rcj.ief wells
untill

the J.mnre

,ater:

;upply scheme.

are completed.
I,. The construc:tion of water stations (wells)
in
all .nve.'n::,e-. institutions in ths areq (i.e.
schools and h ,lth centres) to supply drinking
water and -nco1rJge settled lifc.
O.

Amricultue:
18. Investi-ating ways to practice agriculture
within the closed for6sts with the necessary
measures for itk protection.
19. The encouragement and promotion of
agricultural
cooperatives in the area.
20. Easing restrictions by the Ministry
of
Agriculture in the short term on linking
Pump
sizes with sizes of holdings or type of
crop
produced and also easing procedures in
the
process of isSui
licencen Pop matrot and"
small schemes.

21.

a ing available sufficient amount of fuel
to
cover the whole agriculttural season n
the area.
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22.

Revising the agricultural Bank credit and
insurance rules to make credit accessible to
the maximum nu ber of farmers.

23.

Supplying the Lower Atbaro with the necessary
agricultural 'technical staff and intermediate
experties and instructors together with the
intensification of field visits to the area
by
the forestry authorities.

24.

The promotion of agricultural services in the
area, such ,3agricultural extension and plant
protection and m,-king available the necessary
agricultural inputs ouch as fertilizers, simple
agriuulftural implements, improved seeds, and
most importantlr drought-resistant and quick
maturing and higvh prccuctive crop varieties.

25. The modernization and development of the
experimental fodder. farm in Seidon to include
horticultural and field crops,

and the
encouragemnnt of experimental fairs within the
proposed project.
D. Livestock:
26. The excavation of wells along the. stock
routes (maraheel lines) between the Lower
Atbara and the eastern Sudan.
27. Carrying out a comprehensive survey on
natural pastures in the area to locate it and
economize its use and to cultivate platable
8seecOQe wjt + forests .p order to protect
the
livestock wealth in

thi area.
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28.

Carrying out a survey on livestock in the
area
and the pro;rision of Preventive anud curing
veterenary services and the introduction
of new
breeds into tho area to improvo the quality
of
loCel livestock.

29.

The inclusion of livostock in tiie agricultural
rotation by making use of' the residues of
the
agricultural products whose quolity could
be
improved via modern scicntii'ic means.

30.

Making the maximumq use or the milk surplus in
the area bY establishing snall scale cheese
factories in the area and impvoving transport
facilitie.s between the area and the nearby
urban centrcs.

31.

The establismient of pobltary farms in the
aea to activate %nomen contribution towards
the self-suff'iciency o' the local community.
In this respect, use can be made of the
project of "raisinr incomes of' rural women"
that iescurrently being sponsoured by FAO
in
the Northern Region.

E. Fvestry:
32. The distribution, by the department
of forestry,
of shoots to farmers who should be obligcd
to
cultivate 'protection belts in their farms
and
look after it.
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33. Revising the war:i in which wood-clearance
licences are issued and stopping the
issuance
of those licences for a time sufficient
for
the revival of ].ccal f'orests.
4'..A vote of thanks and appreciation
to the IES,
University of Khartoum and 3TMI
Programme for
carrying out the study and the arrongenent
of
the Workshop.
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